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of the past six days appear to have j
convinced even the Mexican cabinet
PRO- HOUSE COMMITTEE REPORTS FAV- SENATE VOTES TODAY TO ABOLREJECT THE
DIS FIREMEN
RUSSIA'S ACTION CAUSES
ministers ibai it would be a mark of '
ISH THE STATE CONSTABUTERMS
ORABLY THE BUILDING APPOSED
SETTLEMENT
PLEASURE IN VIENNA AND
great forbearance should foreign inLARY SERVICE.
RAILROADS.
54
BILL
OF
PROPRIATION
OTHER CITIES
tervention be delayed, much longer.
This has been bluntly urged on President Madero as a motive for ais
ONLY
ONE
BOARD
IS
THE
CAUSE HOPE OF PEACE VANISHING MEASURE WILL EE PASSED FAVORS
ALBANIA
resignation.
The hostile forces at daybreak
HOUSE
ASSURES LAS VEGAS
RECEIVES PROOF UPPER
faced each other in, ; virtually the
THE CZAR'S VIEWS GRATE UPON IT HAD BEEN HOPED THAT AR- THIS
POSED
same positions they have held all
REA
BE
AMENDMENT
BITRATION
WOULD
REGARDHANDSOME
POSTOFFICE
THE NERVES OF THE AUSING
through the vveek. The offices of the DIRECTOR
PORTED
STATE
TO
WILLINGLY.
BUILDING
INSTITUTIONS.
TRIAN OFFICIALS
BARRETT
OF
Iniiaici:il were commandered by the
UNION
A,
MAKES
federal troops this morning lor use
STARTLING STATEMENT.
IS
in their operations.
UNDER
BILL
OPTION A NEW FULLJREW
MAY
BREAK KNAPP IS TOLD ABOUT IT LAND
AMBASSADORS
Francisco de la liana; former provisional president,' accompanied by
LOCAL COMMITTEE
THE JUDGE WILL RETURN MONCOMM1TEE
MADE AR RAILROADS
'
General Felipe Angeles, a federal SAYS INTRIGUE IS WORKING THE SESSION AT LONDON, WHICH
TO
DAY
RANGEMENTS
INTRODUCE
WASHINGTON
FROM
LOCAAND
THIS
FOR
THE
IS TRYING TO KEEP PEACE,
commander, went to the palace for a
MEASURE
TION
NEXT
TRY
TO
PEACEMAKER.
BE
TIME
WEEK.
SOME
AGO
with
Madero.
conference
MAY DISBAND
Following OBJECT IS TO FORCE UNITED
the conference de ia Barra said that
STATES TO OCCUPY MEXMadero had authorized him and Gen
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 15 By the
New York, Feb. 15. Officers of the
Washington, Feb. 15. The omnibus
ICO PERMANENTLY.
Vienna, Austria, Feb. i"y. That rela
eral Angeles to confer with Felix
- vote of 15 to 9 the1 senate
of
Brotherhood
Locomotive
Firemen
public
bill,
total
building
apAustria-Hungartoday went
carrying
tions between
and
"
Diaz and General Manuel Mondracon
on record in fayoiyof abolishing the
and Enginemen voted unanimiously propriiiiions of $25,'ol3,S00, was report
Russia are in a dangerous state of
o
New Mexico mounted police.
Tho
receives anonymous
was again indicated today by an today to reject the amended plan ol ed today to the house, it proposes a
vote came upon the adoption of
test
new
arbitration
submitted
last
for
interior
the
by
building
night
departalarmist editorial published by the
ing of a commibsion by each party
54 eastern railroads.
ment not to exceed in cost $2,500,000, the majority report of the committee
HIM THAT
SOME OFFI- Reischf post," the organ of the
to contrive t. nlan for a solution of WARNS
on 6tate affairs recommending tho
This
all negotiations look- exclusive of site.
upsets
heir apparent, Arcbduke
the situation.
CIALS OF THE STATE
to
settlement
of
tne
Other "authorizations" in the bill, passage of the Gallegos bill, which,
ing
peaceable
Ferdinand.
Diaz Refuses to Confer.
HATE HIS PLAN.
and
wage
the
leaves
which
Chairman Burnett explained did repeals the law under which tho
controversy
The writer declared that the days
strike order, already printed, hanging not actually appropriate money, but force was created. A minority reDe la Barra immediately made a1
of the conferences between the amon a thread. The nremen's. decision, which needed to be acted on
visit to the rebel position aud conby the port, recommending that the bill bo
Washington, Feb. 15. The
clash bassadors of the powers in London
not passed, was presented ani tabled
a
reached
forenoon
ferred with Diaz, pointing out the
at
conference,
appropriations
between Director John Barrett of are numbered, "as the differences
committee, provided
was immediately communicated to for $1,500,000 for a new federal build- by the vote of 16 ,to 8. Senator
of the situation and urging the
Austria-HungarUnion and the state
between Russia and
of the United ing at Birmingham, Ala., home of Miera, chairman of the committee
the acceptance of the plan for an department over Barrett's
Judge Martin A.
on Albanian
proposal
questions are States commerceKnapp
armistice in view of the imminence for a "mediation commission" to far too
court,
who, with Democratic Leader Underwood; $50,-00- which reported the bill, voted against
great to be bridged over by
of foreign intervention. D;az replied bring about peace in Mexico, is Hard- such means."
others, has been acting as mediator
for a new postoffice site in Chi- the tabling of tbo minority report
in the dispute.
to de la Barra tha, he could not con- ly less a sensation m official circles
cago, uome of Minority Leader Mann; and also against the adoption ot the
sider an armisti e and that he woui
Memorial amphitheater
here than the Mexican imbroglio
at Arlington majority report, while Senator Sul-aGreeks Take Crete
'
Favors
Government
enter no negotiation with Presided
.voted against tho tabling of the
national
The two affairs divide attenOwnership.
cemetery at Arlington, $250,-00of
Athens, Feb. 13. The Island
Feb. 15. The threatMadero until he was officially noti- tion today.
Washington,
with
limit
a
report and for the adoption
of
minority
$750,000;
Crete was finally evacuated by the
tie-uof 54 eastern railroads by
fied of the resignation of the presiand other offices at St, Louis, of the majority report.
The state department's memoran- protecting powers, Great Britain, Rus- ened
the proposed strike of firemen was $200,000, limit $1,000,000;
dent.
dum last night, characterizing Direc- sia, Fiance and
Those who in effect voted to abol-isi- h
improvement
Italy, today and the the basis of a resolution for
Diaz's reply was then sugmitted to tor Barrett's
govern- of postoffice and court house at Kanas
"mischievthe mounted1 police were Sena-or- s
Greek flag was hoisted amid enthusiasproposal
ment ownership of thes.e railroads' sas City, Mo., $150,000, limit $750,-00President Madero. It Is strongly in- ous activity,
Abetla, Bowman, Burns, Clark,
sentimentality and ama- tic demonstrations by the Cretans.
introduced when the
timated that the. special meeting of teur politics," dropped
properties,
office building at Washington for Crampton, Gallegos, Hart, Holt, Ilfeld,
into official
house assembled today by Represen- geological survey, reclamation
the senate called this morning in- circles like a bomb.
Coupled wit!
service, Laughlin, Navarro and Pankey, retative Berger Qf Wisconsin, socialist. Indian, bureau, bureau of mines and publicans; and Senator
sisted on Presiuent Madero's resig- the protest of the America colon
Doepp, demonation. Many of the senators did not in Mexico City, forwarded
Berger'B. resolution proposed, that Mi n other - interior
crat. - Those in- lavor of the retenAmbasdepartment
bureaus,
by
tie-uTC3AY i,. CGKGKESS
case of a strike and
of the rail- $600,000, with a limit of $2,500,000. The tion of the force were Senators Mcattend, as they declared they were sador Wilson, it produced a situation
unable to traverse the city.
way systems for more tnan a ween, bill included these items of increase
startling, to say the least.
Coy, Mlera and Sulzer, republicans;
the president of the United States in the limit of cost of
Director Barrett today gave out a
Senate Holds Special Session.
buildings whose and Aldredge, Barth, Mabry and
should
be empowered to seize the
15. Senate:
The special cession of the senate statement defending his mediation
Feb.
acquisitions of site and building eu- - Walton, democrats. Senators Page
Washington,
was called as the result of a letter proposal. He said he honestly be- Went into joint session with the railways, with all their terminals, largements previously have boon au- and Romero were absent on commit
from Pedro Luscurain, the foreign lieved that his action would strength- house in memorial services for the belt lines, lands, coal mines, work thorized:
tee business. Tho bill will come up
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attitude
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administration
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late
to
President
first
Sherman.
uie
president,
for final passage early nest week.
Corpus Christi, $70,000.
minister,
of public emergency and the
The bill directs the .enlargement or
Legislative steering committee se- grounds
indicating that the members of the against intervention.
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the
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improvement of government buildings morning a petition was received from
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them
the
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age
operate
through
within these limits of cost:
cuss means of settling the present suggestion of mediation by a great session.
the New Mexico League of Commerand accepted broad and practical
House Adjourned to join senate postoffice department until congress
California Oakland, postoffice and cial
situation.
Organizations asking for aa anraila
of
create
should
department
custom house $75,000.
Minister Lascurain declared after agency of international friendship and in Sherman exercises.
nual appropriation of $10,000 for tho
Nebraska Lincoln, postoffice and support of the New Mexico bureau
the meeting of the senate that it was to call as mischievous activity and
Public buildings bill carrying sever- ways.
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inMadero
of
the
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no
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court house, $175,000.
certain
millions reported.
sentimentality
application
by
of Immigration. The communication
to stop imare authorized within was referred to the committee on
Buildings
resign. The president, he said, was ternational
anxious to settle the aifficulty in a mediately actual fighting and protec
limits of cost on grounds now ovjnadj
STRIKE SITUATION
or previously authorized to be acquired finance,,
CASTRO FREE TO COME
patriotic manner without further lives, sseems to be the result of
A proposition to amend the constiI had in
of what
bloodshed, but this appeared imposby the government:
tution of New Mexico which is of
sible.
mind," the director said
Arizona Douglas, $100,000.
AND GO AT PLEASURE NOW WELL IN HAND
considerable interest was Introduced
"What I really and greatly fear and
Rebels Extend Fire.
Californ ia Bakersf ield , $ 1 00, OOd.
by Senator Burns of Rio Arriba as
some
or
is
perrebthat
person
deplore
(Colorado
At 8 o'clock tills morning the
Durango, $1 00,000.
Senate
Joint Resolution No. 11. The
VENEZUELAN
PRESI.
Montana
els were persistently extending their sons, either in the United States or FORMER
Kallspell, $1 00,000,
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amendment,
which, if
WEST
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VIRGINIA
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ACDENT'S
HABEAS
CORPUS
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both
in
places, working
Texas El Paso, $300,000;
fire
sending challenge in Mexico,
artillery
adopted, is to be submitted to the
DANGER OF TROUBLE
THAT
IS
TION
UPHELD.
to
about
are
anxious
out
to
bring
together,
draw'
$65,000.
shells in all directions
voters at the November election next
IS PAST.
the federal artillery and launching forcible intervention ani permanent
Washington Ellensburg,
75,000 ; year, provides for the control ot tho
New York, Feb. 15. Cipriano CasAberdeen, $112,000; Seattle, $.".00,000. various state educational institutions
many heavy shells in the direction of ooccupiion of Mexico by United
Charleston, W. Va., Feb. 15. With
States troops, and consequently are tro is free to come and go In this
Purchases for sites are authorized
the national palace.
a single board instead of the
angry with me for presenting a per- country at will. Judge Ward, in the two companies of the West Virginia in Dallas, Texas, $300,000; and Las by
Force Outside the Capital.
on
in
National
the
Guard
Capipresent system of having a board ot
duty
fectly feasible plan for immediate federal district court this afternoon,
Vegas, N. M $125,000.
A large force of rebels command500
scattered
regents for oach institution.
tal
and
soldiers
This
City
the
sustained
of
habeas
internawrit
corpus
cessation of hostilities by
ed, by General Genoveve de la O is
the creation of which is favboard,
region
throughout the strike-riddeseized In his behalf, overruling the Immigrahave
and
tional
mediation,
About two years and
f
ago ored by Governor McDonald, and rec- encamped a few miles outside of the upon me and my
of the Kanawah coal field, Governor
simple, informal tion authorities.
a committee ot citizens of East Las
to
orders
in
readiness
obey
Elommended in his message to the leg
capital
Castro has been out on bail for Glasscock and Adjutant General
and personal suggestion as instruVegas and the town of Las Vegas
of Diaz. De la O this morning issued
the
had
islature, is to consist of five memthis
felt
liott
they
morning
ments to force intervention and have some time pending a decision in the
agreed upon a site for a federal builda proclamation explaining his intenIn
hand'.
well
situation
not more than three of whom
Americase.
opbers,
The
government bitterly
worked up sentiment in the
here. Options were secured and
tions. Diaz secretly sent out a num- can
No disturbances were reported dur-lnl- ing
at
entrance of the former
time of their appointment bethe
the
to
end.
posed
this
colony
the further action of congress
was
ber of officers today to assist in drillthe night and tne orflcers In ttie
to any one political party. It
long
of the severity of tne Venezuelan president on the ground
view
"In
awaited.
These options, it is undering the recruits under De la O. nc
is also provided that none of tho
of the American colouy that he was an undesirable in that field said that many miners were stood, were renewed some time
ago.
ordered them to maintain their p".l complaint
was
also
the
district.
to
members have their residence in any
Quiet
answer certain ques- leaving
of the state depart- he refused
and
the
attitude
tlons, as he did not want any more
of the counties in. which tho state
ment, I am forced in self defense to tions concerning the Internal affairs reported from tne north bank of the
men inside his lines than he' could
Institutions are located. This prot
of Venezuela and the murder of Gen- Kanawah Ivor, where the men have
I would inthat
a
make
fact
public
BIG FINES ASSESSED.
conveniently feed and he did not rebeen holding meetings and were said j
vision will prevent the appointment
to mention, eral Paradez, a political' opponent.
neve- prefer
finitely
Detroit, Mich., Feb. 15. Judge of any citizen of Chavez, San
gard reinforcements essential.
The special board qf Inquiry at Ki- to be preparing to march on Charles'
were I not the subject of such critMiguel,
Clarence
W. Sessions In the federal
Moth
of
ton
the
Cuban Ask a Favor.
release
and
demand
admitfirst
refused him
lls Island
Socorro, Grant, Dona Ana, TUo Arriba
icism.
district
court
Tr-today imposed fines or Bernalillo counties. The members '
Mexican minister at Havana
"Late last nigtn, and before 1 had tance, a decision which was affirmed er! Jones.
ranging from $l' to $10,000 on the of the proposed board are to bo aptelegraphed to the government today been Informed or the report from by the department of commerce and
fourteen individual and thirteen corasking permission for Cuban marines Mexico City, I received an anony- lagor. General Castro then carried
pointed by the governor with tho conporation defendants convicted yester- currence and concent of tbo senate
Cruz
from the cruiser Cuba at Vera
LINEMEN ASK INCREASE.
mous letter.
As best I can quote his case into the courts.
bath and are to serve for a term ot four
to land and go to Mexico City as a and recall it, it was as follows: "As
Sun Francisco, Cal., Feb 15. Two day In the trial of J,he
"That is fine," ho cried. "I am vinguard for the Cuban legation.
a friend of yourself and your south- dicated." His lawyer s4d thol Cas- thousand telephone linemen through- tub trust for criminal conspiracy In years.
The awesslveneys of the rebels ern republics l want to wrn
tro had not made up bis mind just out California, Washington, Oregon, restraint of irade.
After amending certain paragraphs
are In danger of attack from two what he would do now. lie may or Nevada and Idaho and a portion A
during the night brought about further
the senate passed without a fliissent-in- g
scenes of panic 'among the people, opposite sources on account of the may not visit other cities in. the Arizona will make known tonight,
vote the Sulzer bill appropriating
MAYOR TO BE TRIED
thousands of whom filled' the streets statement you hnve g'ven out in re- United States. , At any event ho will through the Pacific district of the In$3,330 for work along the Rio GranAe.
Horkimer, N. Y., Fob. 15. Monday Tho effect of the new
during every lull In the fighting and gard 'to the settlement of the Mexi return to Kuropo in the course of n ternational Brotherhood of Electrical
meamird
hastened in jostling masses away from can situation. One of these 1b a cer- - few weeks.
workers, their decision on the wage is the day fixed by tho court for be- would establish, a fund to bo u- 1
tbo danger zona
tain influence uiat wants Inter von- offer of the Pacific Telephone ani ginning the trial of Mayor Lunn cf in cases of flood or other emorscti-cle- s
,
whose
octlona and
Groups of rebel soldiers deployed" lion and military occupancy and is great department, who cordially dis- Telegraph company, a subsidiary of Schnecladj-to protect property in danrcr hy
Teleand
in
of the causa of
and
South
on
and
the
the
from
American
speeches
support
Versailles
and
street
alone
likes you
the
bitter against the president
Telephone
everything
ot the river. The ectinin
UiOywators
roofs of buildings on Turin street and state department for their holding American. He Is plainly jealous d graph company. A canvass of the lo- the striking textile workers have at- adjourned until 10 o'clock llcudar
Barcelona street. For a time they out against Intervention. Having so your work
good cal unions throughout the territory tracted wide attention. The indict rooming when it will meet ia jy.-r'maintained an almost incessant rifle far failed in that direction it is now feplins; and trade and of the growth affected has Just teen comp'ieted. ment on which Mayor Lunn' will be session wila the house
to rartH-'pit.fire at the federal Incensed at your suggestion and may of the
union. Look They ask $1.25 for an eight hour day, tried charges him with inciting the la tho reception to Governor
and machine-guT!:onr.s
workers to riot during
(outposts stationed far out in whit bad turn on you both here and In Mexico. out for him, as he may endeavor to anJ nine hours on country work. The Blrfting
i
is a man In a do you and your cause harm "'
the recent disturbances hero.
called the "entural zone."
The other Influence
company offers $3.75.
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DIAZ OPPOSED TO ARMISTICE
HE WILL NOT AGREE
UNTIL HIS RIVAL IS DEPOSED FDOM OFFICE.

DECLARES

I

Mexico City, Feb. 15. An open declaration by Mexican senators that
American troops were coming to the
Mexican capital and that intervention
was inevitable.
Refusal of President Madero to resign, even when the majority of the
senate soughj him at the national
palace to urge him to do so.
Resumption of the artillery battle
in the streets, without decisive advantage to either siae.
Refusal of Felix Diaz to consider
an armistice until Madero and his
cabinet have resigned.
deport is current that Madero forces
it) e running short of ammunition.
These were the developments of
tile day in the revolt in the Mexican
Following an erroneous
capital.
statement last night that Malero had
resigned in the interest of peace and
to prevent further bloodshed, 'this
morning found practically no change
declared
in the stiuation. Madero
that he had not resigned and had
no intention of doing so.
An unsuccessful
attempt to arwith Diax was
an
armistice
range
followed by an executive session of
as many senators as could be persuaded to risk their lives by leaving
their homes. At the close of the sen
ate, a majority of senators made up
a delegation which attempted to interview the president and urge him
to resign, but Madero was not to be
found.

From their carriage the senators
then made addresses to the public.
One of them declared;
"President Taft has just telegraphed the British minister that
American troops are, coming to the
Mexican capital. We consider intervention inevitable."
They also told the people that thej
considered Madero defeated.
Ambassador Henry Lane Wilson
and Pedro Lascurain, the Mexican
foreign minister, were in conference
for several hours during the night.
Their efforts to arrange an armistice
were in vain, however.
Diaz, the
rebel lender, refused absolutely to
hear of peace until President Madero
and his cabinet had resigned.
Diaz's firmness in tula respect was
Indicated by the activity of his gunbombard-meu- t
ners, who continued the
the
night
at Intervals during
and after dawn increased their fire
until it was more violent man at any
previous stage oi the seven days
fighting.
Most of those In Mexico City who
know President Madero's constancy
of purpoBo and stubbornness were
pessimistic today regarding his resignation. Others, however, believed
he would yield to tne persistent demand made by men high in public
life.

Francisco de lu Barra, the former
provisional president, playei the
part of peacemaker today and promises to become as notable in this crisis as he was in the adjustment of the
differences of the Madero revolution
which terminatert in the overthrow
of Porfirio Diaz.
The presence of the war vessels
of three foreign nations at. the port
of Vera Cruz and the development
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of the city of Santa Fe will
arrange an automobile trip about the
city of Santa Fe and will take Mr. and
Mrs. Marshall in charge for this trip,
At the end of the trip the guests will
return to the noveruor's mansion
where they will be met by the committee from the senate and house of repISfiiiaUvi's an d escorted to the hall
of the house o
representatives
where at 11 o'clock sharp there will be
AND HIS a joint assembly of the two houses PASSES SEVERAL BILLS, INCLUD
VICE PRESIDENT-ELECING THAT PROVIDING PAY
held for the purpose of hearing GovWIFE WILL BE GUESTS OF
FOR CANVASSING BOARD.
SANTA FE
ernor Marshall. At 12 o'clock sharp,
a committee to be appointed by the
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 14. The
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 15. Vice- - Scottish Kite Masons, assembled in
President-elec- t
and Mrs. Thomas R. the city, will take the vice president- house yesterday afternoon, in a two
hour session, made considerable pro
Marshall will be welcomed warmly to elect in charge and he will be entergress toward cleaning up its over
Masonic
from
the
tained
at
temple
Mexico
New
the capital of
Sunday.
2 o'clock burdened calendar, passing five bills
before
until
hour
that
shortly
The full details of the entertainment
to meet the Scottish Rite Ma and killing two. The measures which
of the distinguished visitors are con- in order
favorable
consideration
the city and their visitors. received
sons
in
tained in the following report of the
bill
drinkwere
to
the
prohibit
Tripp
2
to the joint Immediately after o'clock, a commitlegislative
of intoxicating liquors on trains,
ing
reunion
the
Indiana
tee
appointed by
committee of the house and senate
association will escort the governor the Baca bill to found a
which was read this morning:
teachers' Institute at Santa Fe,
from the Masonio temple to the hall
appointed to
"Your
the
Sanchez bill providing for the
where
of
house
of
the
representatives
make arrangements for the entertainwill be held from teaching of the Spanish language in
reunion
Indiana
an
Marshall
ment of Vice President-elec- t
2 to 3 o'clock. At 3 o'clock the guests public schools In certain sections of
on his visit to the city of Santa Fe,
will return to the governor's mansion the state. The bill giving each mem
begs leave to report as folows:
where they will be entertained by the ber of the legislature the r'ght to ap
"That the committee has decided to Governor and Mrs. McDonald until the point a student to each of the educa
notify Governor Marshall that In its time for departure at 6:30 o'clock tional institutions of the state, the
too short
judgment the time will be
expenses of which student are to be
but Monday evening.
in
to
Albuquerque,
him
stop
for
"All members of the committee are paid by the state. The institutions
to proceed to Lamy by Santa Fe train hereby noticed to take notice of thesa named in the latter act are the UniNo. 2 where a special train from San-t- a aranarements and to be present
at versity of New Mexico at AlbuquerFe will meet him, and the entire the proper time and places to perform que, the Agricultural college at
a
committee on reception designated, their duties in connection with this
the Military institute et
Park,
will meet him there to escort him to entertainment.
Roswell and the two normal schools
Santa Fe. Adjutant General Brookes
"It is desired that tvery person who at Las Vegas and Silver City. Studaccompanied by Professor Wagner intends to go to Lamy on the morn- ents appointed under the tct are to
of the Santa Fe schols, and the
ing or afternoon tral nto meet Vice receive free hoard and tuition and
Marshall
president of the Senate and the speak- President-elec- t
and Mrs. $275 is allowed to the institution for
er of the house of representatives, to- Marshall, should notify Adjutant Gen- each student which it receives under
to
gether with such persons as desire
eral Brookes at his office this evenin-o- r the terms of the proponed law.
go, will leave Santa Fe on the morning
The house also passed the bill proat least tomorow morning. It 'A
to Albuquerque
train and proceed
further earnestly requested by the viding for the pay of stenographers
there to meet our guest and escort
that every one, wheth- and other employes of the canvassing
him to Lamy.
er on the committee or not, every citi- board which canvassed the returns
"The adjutant general is also re zen and every member of the legisla- of the first state election. Only $150
quested to secure as many members ture be present to see Vice President- is involved in this bill. The items
aa possible of the governor's staff to elect Marshall and Mrs. Marshall leave carried were included in the general
accompany this committee.
at the time of their departure on the appropriation bill of last session, but
owing to a clerical error, the mon y
"The committee from the house of train at 6:30 Monday evening."
went
to
to the employes of the board
the
of
senate,
and
representatives
which canvassed the returns of the
be appointed by the presiding officers ARMY REORGANIZATION PLAN.
Washington, Feb. 15. The army re- election of November, 1912.
thereof, to meet Vice. President-elec- t
all
with
at
By striking out the enacting clau';e
Marshall
Lamy, together
organization plan, which has engaged
other persons who desire to accom- the attention of the officials of the the house definitely killed House
pany them, will proceed to Lamy at war department and the general staff Bill No. 95, introduced by Mr. Burg,
3:30 o'clock Sunday afternoon to meet for nearly a year, was put Into effect which prohibited sheriffs from comthe arrival of Santa Fe train No. 2 today. Some of the changes brought missioning as deputy sheriffs special
about by the reorganization are of a officers and watchmen employed by
at that place.
"On the arrival of Vice President- most momentous character. The ter- railroads, mining companies and othelect Marshall in Santa Fe, he will ritorial organization heretofore exist- er corporations. During the considerproceed to the governor's mansion ing is discontinued and for military ation of this bill it was suggested
and it is requested that the members purposes the territory of the United that the title should be. changed so
of the various committees heretofore States is organized into four geo as to make it read "An act for the
of Train Robbery
appointed, call upon him at or near graphical departments, Hawaii
andj Encouragement
the hour of 8:30 Sunday evening to the Philippines constituting two more. and Other Kindred Industries." The
pay their respects to him and Mrs. The departments are to be known as bill was bitterly opposed by the
Marshall.
Eastern, Central, Western and South- sheep and cattlemen's associations,
"Monday morning at 9 or 9:30 ern departments with headquarters as it would prevent the employment
o'clock as hereafter to be determined respectively at Governor's Island, Chi- of special officers to discourage the
a committee from the Chamber of cago, San Francisco and San Antonio. rustling of stock on the range. Rep- Cotiiuu-n-
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A PURE

CREAM OF
TARTAR POWDER

ill

Approved by physicians and by food
officials, both State and National.
Awarded highest honors by the great
World's Expositions, and proved of
superior strength and purity by the
official tests.

No Alum

No Lime Phosphate

As every effort is made in the advertisements
of the cheap baking powders to conceal the
fact that they are made from alum, consumers must READ THE INGREDIENT
CLAUSE UPON THE LABEL on the can
and never buy unless it shows cream of

tartar.

(OFFICIAL)

"In view of the overwhelming mass of evidence
antagonistic to alum, it is recommended that its

ose in baking
powders be prohibited fcy law."

united States Senate Committee Report.

resentative Tuny of Lincoln, in private life a cattleman, made the motion to strike out the enacting clause.
Another bill which made little progress in the house yesterday was
House Bill No. 98 by Mr. Carter,
which was recommitted to the committee on railroads from which it had
been reported favorably. This bill
seeks ,Ao repeal the law by which
$5,000 is made the limit of damages
which may be recovered in cases of
accidental death on railroads or common carriers.
Another bill which the house de
cided to give the committee another
chance to consider was House Bill
No. 108, by Mr. Burg, which had been
favorably reported by the committee
on internal Improvements. This bill
forbids any person or corporation
from causing or compelling any person or persons
enter an agreement
not to join or remain a member of
a labor union, as a condition of employment. On motion of Mr. Blanch-ar- d
the bill was referred to the committee on judiciary.
The following
bills were introduced:
House Bill No. 182, by Sanchez. An
act to abolish the county of Mora.
This bill abol'shes the county of
Mora and creates two new counties
out of the territory thus vacated and
some adjacent townships. The new
counties are to be named Mora and
Aguilar.
No. 183, by Trujillo. Appropriating
money for the improvement of the
Rio Grande in northern New Mexico.
No. 184, by Padilla, Baca of Valen
An act
cia, Moreno and Lwelellyn.
to create the office of clerk of the

district court.
The house

adjourned

until

w hat

Are They Going j
To Wear

This Spring? This is a question of importance to every woman and one
which can be quickly and authoritatively settled by an inspection of the
newly arrived goods now on display on all our departments.

ATTRACTIVE NEW

Wooltex acrid Printzess Suits
In an excellent variety of exclusive styles from $25.00 up
Other Suits of style and quality $15.00 to $20.00

Spring Coats, With a Style and Elegance Seldom Obtained
$12.00 to $30.00

New Dress Goods and Silks
Satin Brocaded Eoh'ennes

40 inch Crepe de Chien

Plain Eoliennes
Satin de Luxe

Figured flessalines
Shower Proof Foulards

Serges, Wool Taffetas, Albatross, Bedfordcord, Batistes, and an
variety of fancy mixtures.

10

o'clock Monday morning when it is
to meet in joint session with the senate for the purpose of welcoming
Vice President-elec-t
Thomts R. Mar
shall.
Senate Considers Crew Bill.
The senate committee on railroads
yesterday for the second time put

in the entire afternoon listening to
the arguments of railroad officials
pnd employes concerning the merits
"full
and demerits of the
crew" bill which recently passed the
house and is now pending in the senate. No conclusions were reached
and when the committee adjourned
shortly before 6 o clock it was with
the understanding that the representatives of the companies and of tne
employes should appear before the
committee in executive session and
endeavor to draft a bi'il that would be
satisfactory to both sides.
It is the contention of the officials
that there is absolutely no necessity
for a law regulating the number of
employes on a train siRce the company, which has the most at 6take,
can be relied upou to take ever'
precaution for the protection of the
lives of its passengers and employes
and of its property. In this position
the officials seem to be united.
On the other hand tne employes
are divided. Some of them declare
with emphasis that the bill will serve
a good purpose while others are
equally emphatic in the declaration
that it is unnecessary.
Conductor C. O. Ciark of Albuquerque is one of those latter. Tester-da- y
he told the committee that
the enactment of the proposed law
would be a detriment to the employes
and far from Increasing the safety of
the passengers and employes its effect would be to lessen the safety of
life and property. It was Mr. Clark's
contention that the railroads' men
should be left unhampered by legislation so that when conditions war-- '
ranted they could go to their employers and demand reforms in the
service, additional men for certain
trains or anything of the kind that
seemed to them best for the service.
A number of instances were pointed
out where this method was carrie.1
out and it resulted In putting on
more men where needed.
During the afternoon the argument
between the railroad men and oi'i
cla'is at times grew technical in the
extreme and it was plain that, some
of the members of the committor
were at a loss to understand some
of the terms used.

Spring Wash Goods
The new wash fabrics for Spring are especiaily neat and dainty in
signs, while textures are all that can be as ked.
US SHOW YOU

the new goods.

A NOBBY LINE OF WOMEN'S SPRING

WOOLTEX

Carmen's
For Women

OXFORDS NOW ON DISPLAY

S.oserwn6 Son-

-

Established

do business In this state by the state
Water Application
Water application No. 745 Chino
corporation commission naming J. C
Dodson statutory agent with offices at Copper company,
Santa Rita, Grant
Lordshurg. The company is capitaliz- county, for 16 sec. feet from the
ed at $200,000.
Whitewater Arroyo for milling purAmendment Filed
poses.
An amendment to articles of inNotes
C. A. Cary of the United States geocorporation of the Rosenwald Brothers
company, an Albuquerque firm, was logical survey, in connection with the
filed, increasing the capital stock from state engineer's office, is installing an
$16,000 to $250,000.
automatic gauge on the Rio Hondo
for there has never been a water recTelegram to Governor
Governor William C. McDonald re- ord taken officially,
says Engineer
ceived a telegram this morning from French.
S. M. Johnson attending
the SouthRobert L. Cooper leaves this afterern Good Roads convention meeting noon for Socorro to get data on sevin Asheville, N. C.:
eral reinforced concrete bridges to be
"Route decided Washington, Mem- put on Hie Cauiino Real.
phis, Dallas, Roswell, borderland to
151
Paso."
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
When shown to Santa Peans interested In having the transcontinental Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine
highway come through this city, Tablets. Druggists refund money If It
there was much disappointment
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signature Is on each box. 25c.

CAPITAL

"Hang-atl-ban-

fuss was due to the heating? of several

New Company
J he
a
msniami Cattle company,
Nevada corporation, was admitted to

For Women

W. S. Skelton, a merchant at Stannot takn
ley; Ind.. savs he would
$100.00 for the relief a single box of
Foley Kidney Pills gave him. "I had

a severe attack of kidney trouble with
sharp pains throueh. mv back and
could hardly straighten up. A single
dox or oiey Kidney Pills entirely relieved me." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
For a sprain you will find Chamber.
Iain's Liniment excellent
It allays
tho pain, removes the soreness, and
soon restores the parts to a healthy
condition. 25 and 50 cent bottles for
sale by all dealers. Adv.
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enormous carpels which were him?
up on the north side of the cnpitol
mounds.

Garments

When Burton Holmes recently gave
his celebrated travelogue on "Panama" at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he
was seriously interupted by continual
coughing of the audience. No one annoys willingly and if people with
coughs, colds, hoarseness and tickling
in throat would use Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound thev pniilrt
rnitalrlv
cure their coughs and colds and avoid
mis annoyance. O. G. Schacfcr and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adr.

$100,000.00

J.

PRINTZESS

South iSidoPlaja

1S62

THE CAPITAL

Santa Fe, X. ,i., Feb. 15.- - A fair
imitation, allowing for the distance.
of the bombardment, going on In the
near
canital of Mexico was heard
tht capitol of New Mexico today
bong bins" rang out
with monotonous regularity, to use
the expression of the Associated Press
war correspondent who covered the
Mexican battle yesterday. Tint all the

de-

We are showing a large variety of sheer and
dainty weaves in both
white and colors. Also a nice line of this season's Zephyr Ginghams. Let
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COUNTY FIGHT IS CON STANT
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Can't Help But

M'GRAW NEVER IS
READY

Bridwe'il, always trying, steps
side the plate and waits cautiously.
him, but aa instant latr-seAdmire BaMe: We watch
Murray dash toward seconV.
Louis catcher, lets
Every Woman Caitt Loving Glance at Phelps, the St
him go unmolested.
Poor Giantsi
the Neatling Cuddled in itc Bonnet.
But
A woman's heart naturally responds to Like Sallee, Phelps is grinning.
the charm and sweetness of a pretty child, In their grins carelessness had reand more no
than ever before since
placed confidence. A moment later
the advent of Mother's Friend.
urn-P'Wn W "
T
Sallee gives Bridwell a base on balls.'
Instantly we see a commotion in
front of the New York bench. A
short, heavy figure has bounded from
the dugout and is hurrying toward1
the coaching line behind third hasp.
He is McGraw a Napoleon in base
Hils Is a most wonderful external help ball uniform and woolen stockings.
to the muscles and tendons.
It penetrates Then we turn to Sallee and are sur- the tissues, makes them pliant to readily
prised to see that the grin has left
yield to nature's demand fur expansion,

FEBRUARY

STILLS

M

GIANTS'
LEADER
IS
ALWAYS
READY TO FIGHT TO THE
LAST DITCH.

Over the cliff, that, rising abruptly
from the Harlem lowlands, goes to
meet the apartment houses ou the
heights, twilight is descending the
yellowing light of a humid afternoon
in June. Beiow it, rimming a great
palace of green, of a diamond shaped
of dark dirt, caught at its corners by
four white bags, sweep the wooden
stands of the Polo grounds, says Edward L. Fox in the Kansas City Star.
And, 'scattered tnrough t.'em, tare
specks against the countless tiers of
seats, are two thousand people
black, like flies on some great shsot
of yellow gummeu paper. But we
understand the phenomena a scant
two thousand with the Giantsi at
home of a June day. The huge scoreboard, rearing its ugly bulk above the
distant bleachers, tells that they are
coming to 'bat for the last inning a
hopeless formality at best, for St.
Louis leads, 4 runs to 0. No wonder
the crowd has dwindled to a mere
scattering. Too bad! The Giants need
every game. Chicago and Pittsburgn
are crowding hard.
About to leave, one of the party
detains us.
"Aw, stay," he says, disgustedly.
"Watch Sallee strine out the side!"
Turned Defeat Into Victory.
We remember he bet a straw hat
on the Giants. So we settle back in
our seats and watch Sallee, the St.
Louis pitcher Sallee, a living beanpole, who has had the Giants at his
mercy all afternoon. Now he begins his gyrations, and as his long,
slender arms meet overhead we see
a confident smirk come into his face.
He knows this last inning will be
easy.
At the plate Doyle, his bat jerking
nervously, stands waiting. Then he
swings a swift movement typical of
the man and the ball goes buzzing
over the ground toward shortstop.
Comes a sharp throw by tiny Hauser
of St. Louis, but Doyle's fleet feet

DELEGATIONS ARE IN SANTA FE THE BUSINESS OF MAKING MOONTO WORK FOR AND AGAINST
SHINE WHISKY STILL THRIVES
NEW DIVISION.
DOWN SOUTH.

Santa Fe, X. M., Feb. 15. The
Bristol. Tenn., Feb. V,. In spite of
county division fight in the northea t- - the persistent vigilance of the revenue
em :art of the state is on in full officers, "moonshine" outfits have
force, as is shown by the many
to flourish along the 'Virginia
Is no longer a period of pain, disto
his face.
delegations now in Santa Fe. and Carolina border and in places in
comfort, fitrnining, nausea or other symptoms so often distressing during the anxious The aspect of the game has changed.
One delegation headed by Messrs. the mountains of Tennessee. Deputy
Weeks of expectancy.
Itushkevitz fcRd Aldredge from Roy, Collector K. F. Henry and his assisMother's Friend prepares the srsteni for A third force has .entered.
the coining event, nnd ils use brlnm) com. Salle:
who are representatives of tbe Coro- - tants, D. A. Kanipe and J. C. Pritch- Is Wavering.
fort, rent and repose during tbe term. Tiiis
has a most marked lnliueme upon the baby,
So with the battle lines changed imrlo County ( lub of that place, are aid
Jr., recently made the most sue- since It thus Inherits a splendid growing
Devlin begins the attack by tearing here urging the creation of the new cessful raid of recent
system of nerve and digestive function.
years in the
And particularly to young mothers is this a
single through the St Louis infield, proposed county of Coronado, armed mountain district along the border
famous remedy of inestimable value.
It
enables her to preserve her health and We see Murray, racing from second, with petitiens from citizens
residing east of Carroll County, and including
strength, and Bhe remains a pretty mother
by having avoided all the Buffering and turn third and jump for the plate within the proposed limits of the new parts of tbe counties of Franklin and
danger that would otherwise accompany
uch an occasion.
Slather's Friend thor- only to be waved back by tho general county, and also petitions from the Patrick.
oughly lubricates every nerve, tendon and on the coaching lines.
McGraw re- 'western end of Jlora county, asking
muscle involved and is a sure preventive
Although the "shiners" had been
for caking of the breasts.
alizes that the psychological effect on the legislature to create the county
You will And this splendid remedy on
tipped off by telephone and practically
sale at all drug stores at fl.00 a bottle, Sallee will be greater with the bases 0f Coronado, being signed by citizens an the COPDer sti!Is had bee
Iifted
and is highly recommended fur the purpose.
man- - v ho win remain in Mora
rounty prop- - from the furnace8 fifteen illicit plants
Write llradlield Regulator Co., 134 I,amar full. And misunderstanding his
Bldg.. Atlanta, ;a.. and they will mail you euvers we lost Interest in the teams. er and .barffcd
by a
legation from were put out of commlg8ioa and 15oo0
sealed, a very instructive book for expectant mothers.
uniy we waicn wcuraw ana oanee. the town or jora. in the persons of gaon9 of beer and a quantlty of corn
nas resoivea into a uaiue tmo Aleienaez and C. P. Strong,
( ine game
At Rocky
v.hisky were destroyed.
have carried him to rirst ahead ot between them,
prominent officers and politicians of Mount the officers were joined by
the ball. Still the score board reads
Then Merkle smastiing a hit past the old town of Mora, who are aiding
Deputy Marshal Woody and two broth4 to 0 and the stands are silent. It's third sees Bridwell race home on the Senator Navarro in
pushing his sen- ers, who aided in the raid. At Cal' heels of Murray. The score has be- ate bill No. 96.
just the Giants' last gasp.
loway, a mountain community in
Now redheaded Murray slouches up come 4 to 2. Xpw McGraw dominates
A delegation cf two prominent citiFranklin, the officers destroyed a
to the plate and sends another ball all. Juggling his players like chess- zens are also here in Santa Fe favlarge
copper distilling outfit and
bounding toward shortstop. This men, he sends out Devore to run for oring the creation or the new county. poured out a quantity of whisky. They
No
time Houser wheels deftly and throws Merkle. Devore is faster.
Another delegation arrived here then
point
proceeded to Nowlin's Mill and
to Huggius at second b'se. Doy'ie is is trivial. Then the pudgy man on lat night from Wagon Mound, wha
where they destroyed six ilEudciott,
forced out and as he returns to the the coaching lines begins
are Rafael Auguilar, Simon Voren-ber- licit
plants.
bench we see him scowl. Coming in Sharp words come fenapplnf from his
Andy AVeist, Frank Curns, Dr.
Next day the officers went back
he has noticed something. An irri- lips. Sallee Imagines Borne of them Northwood and Sim Calley, who are
to Endicott on a trip and destroyed
on
Sallee's are applied to him and, faltering, after the creation of a new county six more
tating grin has settled
plants. While in most inface the sort of a grin expressing breaks. Hit follows hit wild throw, to be known as Auguilar county.
stances the copper equipment had
tolerent pity. And this from lowly a tornado tourned loose, but always Jlepresentative Bias Sanchez is to
been lifted the furnaces were sill hot,
St. Louis to the New York Giants!
McGraw is directing Its course. And introduce the bill m tne house. This
that the moonshiners had
Two Out; Four Runs Behind.
when big Crandall, pounding the ball is practically the Eame county as the showing
not been away long. From Endicott
Off first, Murray is dancing, but at little Hauser, sends in the winning Coronado proposition,
only that It the officers went to
Dodson, in Patnot for long. Seymour, the next bat- run, the woolen stockinged Napol- changes boundaries somewhat and
rick
where
county,
destroye?
they
will embrace Roy, Springer and Wagter, swings at the first ball a white eon looks at Sallee and laughs.
two large plants.
arc mounting out towaru center field
tke
on Mound, making
latter the
The officers regard themselves as
and dropping, ending in the waiting
county seat. The Wagon Mound deleIn not being fired upon from
lucky
REMEMBERED
out.
Two
MAINE
The
of
Oakes.
are
THE
glove
gation wanted to enter with the Coro- ambush.
They had anticipated trouble
Giants are four runs behind. Fewer
Havana, Feb. 15. Memorial services nado delegation, it is said, into a
'
were
and
heavily annetu
of
the
dark specks are scattered through attended by many members
conference with a view of comproThe mountaineers, knowing that the
the yellow stands. Some vague forms j American colony in Havana wee mising, but the Roy, Mora and Unrevenue men come only at infrequent
that have been watching the game held today in observance of the
ion delegations wSIl not relinquish'
interals, turn out thousands of gal
disdestruction
the
teenth anniversary of
the elevated railroad tracks
anything and stand united for Sen- Ions of
whisky between raids, much
appear magically, as if through some of the United States battleship Maint ate Bill No. u6, and nothing else. It
ot
is disposed of in distant lo- which
in Havana harbor.
Is said that to create the new coungreat trapdoor.
calites.
ty with Wagon Mound as the county
The Carroll county mountains have
seat of the "county of Auguilar would
for
many years been a moonshiners'
mean opposition from Mora, Roy and
For 21 years they have
e-m-- nathe counties of San Miguel and Col- - stronghold.
been
raided and their
periodically
fay and it would be imDossible to
but
sti,Is
destroyed,
following each':
for
the
combination
bring about a
rata tne plants have sprung1 up anew
passage of such a bill. The old guard
leaders are trying very hard to and multiplied, often on an even larger scale. To put an end to this busi
bring about some sort of a compro- ness
is one ot Uncle Sam's most vexour teasing her, but is very stubborn.
mise satisfactory to the Wagon
"Yes, I suppose so."
ing problems.
She says that if she were to be sick in
"Five per cent, would be
Mound people
the same way again she would cerAs each pint contains sixteen
Senator Navarro has the assurance,
tainly get Peruna and take it, alcohol ounces you were thei taking a little less
Mrs. S. S. S., Van Buren St, King
or no alcohol. So you see if people will than an ounce of alcohol before each it is said, of the republicans in the
N. Y. (full name furnished on
persist in such foolishness there ought meal."
senate for the passage of Coronado ston,
had such decided benefll
to be a law to prevent them."
application)
"Yes."
backed by the stand-pa- t from
I ventured to interpose a question.
"But you objected to your mother's county, and is
using Foley's Honey and Tar
leaders.
"You say the doctors could not cure taking alcohol in the Peruna, and yet
Compound that she shares her good
her, and yet you say Peruna did cure she was taking far less alcohol than you
Bursum and Springer are fortune "1th others. She writes:
Spiess,
her. What difference does It make to were. As I understand it, the dose of
ney ana rar uompouna
desirous of bringing the contending
you whether it was alcohol or some Peruna Is one tablespoonful.
Supposing
it.
uco
ii jucjuic,
other drug that effected the cure?"
It to be twenty per cent alcohol, there lai
a severe case of bronchitis and laryn
lucmci,
h
"Well, I don't know that It makes any would be In each dose
of a said.
Oh, how many people I have
gitis.
difference, but It Is deceiving the people tablespoonful of alcohol, which would
An effort will be made to have the recommended It to." O. G. Schaefe
to give them alcohol e.'en though It be about half a teaspoonful, while you
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
does cure them," he said.
were taking at least four teaspoonfuls senate bill reported out this week
on
I replied.
counties
"Why, I cannot ex of alcohol in your bottle of beer. And by the senate committee
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
actly understand that. Alcohol yet you objected to your mother's tak- and county lines, which held a meetIs
a drug, the same as qui ing Peruna on the ground that the PeSanta
Fe, N. M., Feb. 14 The board
nine or morphin.
it alcohol cures runa contains alcohol. In my opinion ing yesterday afternoon.
of
was in session all af- equalization
certain diseases where is the deception? it was the alcohol that cured both of
.
, ......
...
.
I
4
; .
I understand that the Peruna people you. Your mother
mo
iu
"uwu jooiciua.v luoiciimg
IwneaeuriCMT
-evidently was cured
, , ojusjai o'ditu
"
linnii.
11.
on
the label of each bottle the of a very serious ailment Peruna conprint
UL
me
ui
luc
1X
San
i'twuwu.CT
Vol,
Franks
Thol,lc,"a
of
alcohol contained In Peru tains alcohol. It was undoubtedly the
per cent,
railroa3s and other
TJration8 on
na. Each patient may read It, If he alcohol that cured her,
or at least district grand lodge of tne'lndepeni-- !
which
I
see where there Is helped to. The other ingredients of ent Order of B'Nai B'Rith. the ureat the subject ot the
cannot
pleases.
ltion
any deception."
Peruna might have assisted, nb doubt Jewish fraternal and charitable or- - 8llou,d
put npon their Properties
"Well, I would not take Peruna.' did. In your case It was the alcohol in
tor tne purposes of taxation. The
he persisted. "Now, I was sick, I had a the beer that cured you of the stom- ganization, will begin its annual sessentiment of the railroad men
general
stomach disease. A violent pain, that ach difficulty.
Peruna has cured sion in this city tomorrow. The seswas that the taxes they are now pay
would come on about an hour or two thousands of such cases."
will be attended by delegates
after each meal. It grew worse and "Well, I declare," he replied, "I never sion
branches of the society ing are aIout all that the traffic will
worse. I was also constipated. I con thought of it In that way before.
sulted several doctors In our city about There has been so much said about al- throughout California, Utah, Oregon, bear, though they were, as a rule, willmy health. I went to see a prominent cohol being poisonous that I suppose Washington, Montana and Uritish ing meet a reasonable increase prospecialist In Ncv Yorfe City, paid out a my mind has been prejudiced against
A large part of the meet- vided other classes of property were
great deal or money, but no help. One it. But if as you say there Is also Columbia.
be
I
was having a bad spell on the alcohol tn beer, the same kind of alco- ing will
time
devoted to a celebration made to bear their proportion of the
burden.
train.
The gentleman who occupied hol as is used In Peruna, I cannot see of the lodge's fiftietn
anniversary.
(he next seat was a retired physician where the difference Is myself."
The board adjourned until next FriThe Indepenlect Order of B'Nai
with whom I had been acquainted. He
I
"Well,"
been
with the understanding that in
have
replied,
"you
day
B'Rith
is
the
to
most
said
me, 'My friend, If you want to doing
representative
exactly what the average man and Influential
the meantime the members will enget well I would advise you to take a and woman
of
the
organization
You have alis
glass of lager beer before each meal. I lowed your minddoing.
become prejudiced Jewish people, having grand lodges deavor to secure all possible informathink that will cure you.' Having fol- against Peruna ontoaccount
of its conin every part of the United States, tion as to the physical valuation of
lowed the directions of several good
alcohol. Without stopping to
taining
the properties ot the railroads and
I
without
physicians
any assistance,
look into the matter at all you have in Austria, Germany, and Koumanla
thought I would try the beer. In a assumed
other corporations.
i'Ciliar-fng
a
In
of
addition,
territhat there is something
and,
system
very short time I found It was helping
me, and I got entirely well. My bowels bly disreputable about remedies conlodges in the Or'ert.
The fact is, however,
became, regular and I had no more taining alcohol.
MOTOR BOAT SHOW
The order was started many years
Pain.
No more distress after meals. that most all fluid medicines, whether
New
Feb. 15. Tho New York
American
York,
of
German
citizens
or
prescribed
ago
a
by
by doctor
put up as a
Now, if my mother bad used some
medicine, contain a certain birth, who had emigre ted to the National Motor Boat show, comprising
remedy like that it would bo all right. patent
But to persist tn using some secret amount of elonhol. It was alcohol that United States to heuer thei" condi- tho greatest display ever seen in this
cured
remedy like Peruna, I think it Is out- cured your mother. It was alcohol that
you. In my opinion, alcohol in tion, and who,
finding many ob- country of motor boats, engines and
rageous."
some
Again I ventured to nsk some ques- cures form or other is making more stacles in their pathway, concluded marine accessories of every kind,
tions. I asked:
"What do vou sun- - This than all other drugs combined. to inaugurate n organization tfcat was opened to the public In Madison
pose It was in the lager beer that ef- runa is not saying, however, that Pecontains only alcohol, for it does should he of help to the incemnj Square Garden this afternoon and
fected the cure?"
contain
excellent remedies besides al Immigrant and to ednc.i.te hiri within will be continued through the coming
"Why, I presume it was the stimi .ant
It contained. Tea, no doubt It was the cohol But I do contend that the alco
of the lodge rocu to week. The show this year is more
hol in Peruna is not only not harmful to the precincts
stimulant."
lUnis to euro for representative of the industry than
patriotic
those
higher
who
if
but
in
taken
take
it,
the
"You know, of course, that the stim
doses
and
widows
on
bottle
the
will
it
the
prescribed
do
orptars and for the any rt its predecessors. Every kind
ulant in beer is alcohol, the same as In a
great deal of good and there is not distressed everywhere, and t protect of motor, from the small detachable
wine or whiskey or any other alcothe slightest danger of forming a
holic drink?"
enand deftnd the politically and relig- type to the hnse American-bui- lt
"Yes, I have heard Say that beer con drug habit." FER17XA IS FOR SALE
of
included
is
Diessel
lias
the
Tne
order
gines
type,
persecuted.
AT
ALL
iously
DRUG STORES.
tains about five per cent, of alcohol.
There are a
SPECIAL NOTICE
"That is correct." I replied. "You
Many persons built and endowed cphan bonus in among the exhibits.
ane
tnakintr inquiries far th
took a bottle cf lieer before each meal,
d
score
of
boats
Atlanta
San
Francisco,
displayed.
Ci?veland,
Peruna.
To such would
did you?"
tli-thin formula is now put out under ssv,
more
and
It
Orleans
has
and
other
New
than
cities.
fifty
t!atr
craft, in
"Yes."
name of
manufactured
also instituted teehimal and manual eluding fast loun'hes of the Canadian
"In doins- no you were drinking a rint I'V
I'omiianv. CuliimhuR
Ohio.
tt'ritv them aa-- ! thev will L
of a five per cent, solution of alcohol."
training schools, and is aiding and Viper type. Cape Cod power dories In
jlcaxcj to
yua a fitfe booklet.
supporting educational and ph!lan different elzw and varicus otlier kinds
of runabouts and yacht tenders.
thro;tfe CDterprb
everywhere.
con-t.nut- d

difi-fere-

tin-r-

j

j
.
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fif-fro-
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Alcohol In

An Unjust Criticism

MEMORY OF SUSAN B. ANTHONY.
New York, Feb. 15. The memory
of Susan B. Anthony, whose name Is

IM,

Inseparably interwoven with the early history of the woman suffrage
movement In America, was honored
this afternoon. In the unveiling of a
portrait bust of her at a tea given
by the suffragists' organization at
the Hotel Astor. The bust was made
from life in Rome, Italy, by Mrs.
Adelaide Johnson, the sculptor, when
the veteran suffragist was in her
prime. Mrs. Ida Husted riarper, author of the Life of Susan B. Anthony,
unveiled the memorial, and addresses
were delivered by Mrs. Chapman-Catt- ,
president of the International
Suffrage Alliance, and Dr. Anna Howard Shaw, president of the National
American Woman Suffrage

CsGILL

00

BROKE

Gives the Real Facts In Regard
Ker Case and TeSSs Kow She

Jonesboro, Ark. "I suffered a ccs
plete break down in health, some tins
ago," writes Mrs. A. McGill, from til:
place. "I was very weak and coul !
not do any work. I tried dlfferenj'
remedies, but they did me no good, f
One day, I got a bottle of Cardul. ll
did me so much good, I was surprised
and took some more.
Before I took Cardul, I had headach
and backache, and sometimes I wonlt
cry for hours. Now I am over all that
and can do all kinds of housework.
think it is the greatest medicine o:
BANQUET TO JAMES BRYCE
earth." ,
J
Philadelphia. Feb 1T- .- Th Rt. Hon
Zli the past fifty years, thousands o
James Kryce, who soon will retire ladies have written, like Mrs. McGIllj
from the iwKt of British ambassador to tell of the benefit received frocv!
Cardui.
at Washington, and Mrs. Bryce are to Such testimony, from earnest women) j
be guests at a dinner to be given in surely indicates the great value of this
tonic Temedy, for diseases peculiar to!
their honor at the Bellevue-Stratfor- d
women. Are you a sufferer? Yes?
c
next Monday night by the
Cardul 13 the medicine you need.
We urge you to try It
Society of America.
Bishop TalN. B
Write tn : I jldiw' Advisory Dent.. ChMt.
bot will preside at the banquet and
ftncKa Medicine Co., Chatianoopa. Tenn.. for ,S'pr;.v
Intlmctunut. and
among the guests will be representa- for
tx,k. "Home Treatraetr
Woiaea," etit in plain wrapper, on request.
tives of all the arbitration and peace
societies of the United States.
until 1912, when he was appointed!'
paymaster general, with the rank oil
USE ALLEN'S FOOT-EASbrigadier general, and held th.it posit
file "ri'isiM.tir iiort'f tci he shaken tion until the department was abolish!
into the shoes. If you want rest and ed, last November, when iie was trans!
comfort for tired, aching
swollen, ferred to the quartermaster corp.
'
sweating feet, nsa Vlvis Foot Kate. with the same rank,
It relij"cs corns an 1 "uuniotis (f ail
$100 REWARD $100
paiu and prevent blisters tore
The readers of this paper will bej
callous spots. .Inst the thing
for
pleased to learn that there !s at leas:'
dancing parties, patent leather shoes, one dreaded disease that science has"
and for breaking in new shoes? It is been able to cure in all its stages!
the greatest comfort discovery of the and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrt:
as?. Try it today. ?eld everywhere, Cure is the only positive cure nowiknown to the medical fraternity. Ca25 cts.
Don't accept any substitute. l
a constitutional disease, re
tarrh
For FREE trial package, address Al quiresbeing
a constitutional treatment!
len S. Olmsted, Le Roy, X. Y.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
acting directly upon the blood ant
mucous surfaces of the system, there-- i
RETIREMENT OF GENERAL SMITH by destroying the foundation of thes
and
giving the patient
Washington, Feb. 13. Today, after disease,
a career of more than 42 years of strength by building up the constitul
tion
assisting nature in doing itx
faithful service as an officer of the work.andThe
proprietors have so nract;
United States army, Brigadier General faith In Its curative powers that they;;
George R. Smith of the quartermaster offer One Hundred Dollars for anys
corps was placed on the retired list case that it fails to cure. Send fori
on his
own
Gen list of testimonials.
application.
Address P. J. CHENEY & CO., To
eral Smith is a native of New York ledo, Ohio.
and was graduated from West Point
Sold by all Druggists, 75tf.
Take HalTs Family Pills for con3rf
In 1875. For seven years he served
with the Twelfth Infantry. In 18S2 pation. AdT.
he was transferred to the pay departThere is no better medicine mad
ment, and served continuoussly wiith for colds than Chamberlain's
Cough'
that department up to the time of Its Remedy. It acts on nature's nlan. re
merger with the quartermaster corps, lieves the lungs, onens the secretions.
last November. He was colonel ani aids expectoration; and restores the
system to a healthy condition. For
assistant paymaster general from 1908 sale
by all dealers. Adv.
Trans-Atlanti-

E

one-fift-

S. B. HAKl'MAN,

M. D. w

Having a little business In one of
the federal offices of the city, after it

was finished I fell In conversation with
the oriicial In charge concerninir Pe
runa. I mention his business to show
that the conversation was conducted
with a man of more than ordinary intelligence, being a employe of the gov
ernment wno nan passed through sev
erai civil service examinations.
He
said to me, not knowing who I was:
"I think a great deal of this patent
medicine husiness ought to be Btoppecl.
(Especially such remedies as Peruna.
Peruna, ns you know. Is a stimulant
end contains eighteen or twenty per
cent, of alcohol. People take it without
knowing what it is, nnd such remedies
ought to bo prohibited by law. My
own mother took Peruna once. She had
a cough, night sweats, was growing
emaciated and weak. Several doctors
examined her. The opinion was expressed several times that she was
going Into consumption.
One thought
It was chronic bronchitis. At any rate,
her condition was qulle serious. She was
unable to get any relief from the doctors she consulted, although she took
their medicines faithfully for nearly a
year. Somn one told her nbout Peruna,
and against my wish and against the
wishes of our family, she began taking
it. At once sho improved, and in less
than six months she apparently was
well. Wo did ail we could to discourage her In taking Peruna, but she persisted. It finally ame out In the magazines that Peruna contained alcohol.
Then we knew at once what it was
that benefited my mother, rt was simply the alcohol that remna contained.
We hnd the laugh on mother. We have
not ceased to mnite fun of her yet about
her
cured with a dilution of nleo- hoi. vim teems to be embarrassed
by;

rl

,

eld-tim-

hiirh-spee-

o.

!
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Ask Your Druggist for Free Almanac for i9i3
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What more can we do to convince you that you positively
can find perfect health and relief from your
suffering by
using Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound? All the
world knows of the wonderful cures which have been made
by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, yet some women do not yet realize that all that is claimed for it is true.
Ii suffering women could be made to believe that
this grand old medicine will do all that is claimed foi it,
how quickly their suffering would end
We have published in the newspapers of the United States
more genuine testimonial letters than have ever been published in the interest of any other medicine for women in
the world and every year we publish many new testimonials, all genuine and true.
1

Read What These Women Say!
"

I wish to
Bhiffton, Ohio.
thank you for the pval I th'rivetl

from l.ytliu E. PinkluutiV Vegetable Otminound sometime ago, I
suffered each mouth sueh ajjony
that I could scarcely cndun anil
aftorhikhurthrw lnvtlles of l.ytlia

Pinkhams Vegetable
d
I was entirely cured.
"Then I had an attack of organic
inflammation and took Lydia E.
K.

Com-poun-

rinkhams VegvtaUo Compound

and I am cured. 1 thank you for
what your remedies have dune for
mo and should anything bother
me again, I shall use it again, for
I have great fait h in your remedies. You may use my testimonial and welcome. I tell every

one what your remedies hava
done for me." .Mrs Knoiu "Win-gat- e,
15ox IW5, Bluil'Um, Ohio.

Pentwater, Mich.-"year oi?o
very weak and the doctor
said I had a serious displacement.
I had Imckaehe and bearing down
pains so bad that I could not sit,
m a chair or walk across the floor
and 1 was in severe pain all the
time. I felt discouraged as I had
taken everyt hinfr I could think of
and was no letter. I lver.ui taking Lydia E. llnkhmn's VtS'ia-bl- e
Comixmnd and now I r ,n
strong and henlthv.,, M rs V,., v

I

Mas

Daruno, K. F. Ii. No.

i.ox 77,

Pentwa.er, Mich.

For 30 rears Lydia E. Pmliharn's Testable

Compound has been the standard remedy t or fe- male ills.
one sick with woman's
'
does justice to herself if she does not trvailments
fa- - S
this
nsous medicine made from roots and W.rt.
n
haa restored so many suffering omen tt. health.
to LYDIA E.rnEII IX Erne? T CO A
W- -v
(CGXlTDEJiTlAL) LYSX. MASS., for advice '
V our letter will be
opened, r ad and answer- " '
by a woman aad held, in istrict con.udne,
,'
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FOUR
New Mexico.
It would place good
books within the easy reach of everyESTABLISHED 1879
body, especially the children, many of
whom reside In the country where
Publised By
they cannot obtain reading matter with
1
'
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
ease.
(Incorporated)
The measure has the sanction of
the state board of health, which has
EDITOR caused a clause to be inserted to the
M. PADGETT.....
effect that all books shall be thoroughly disinfected at Intervals sufficiently
frequent to prevent the carriage of
germs from one family to another.
the women of the state working
With
East
at
at
the yoBtoffice
Qitered
r.aa Vegas, New Mexico, tor traoHBiis-:o- i for it tbis bill, doubtless will become
vote
through the United States nmilJ a law what legislator would
against it with, the best women of
&
second claaa matter.
each community asking him to favor
the measure?
SUBSCRIPTION
TERMS OF
o
Carrier
Daily, by

and shouting was unnecessary on
God's part to make himself heard. A
whispered word to a thinking soul
sounds as loud as the thunders of
Sinai to a lot of cattle worshipping
another calf. When tlij power of a
great thought talis upon the soul
God is speaking. If you need a club
before you can near the can, you contemplate too little. Watch your
"Quiet Hour," It is God's calling timo.

.

Pr
f

06;OUIl 'SEW COSTEJIl'OltAKY

Copy

10
65

Wf-.-

The Las Vegas De mocrat, a weekly
paper published b Messrs. E. J. Scott
and A. P. Moran, made its first apDaily by M;i
One Year
pearance this morning. The paper
is well edited and breezy. It showi,
Six Months
a disposition to boost Las Vegas and
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
the surrounding country. This is someGROWER
thing The Optic has always tried to
Gue Year
unlimited
do,
cheerfully devoting
1.00
Lx
Months
space to anything that looked good foi
the community. The new paper has
(Cash In Advance for Mail Subscrip- the best wishes of this publication.
.
o
tions)
Remit by draft, check or money
order. K sent otherwise we will not
b responsible for los.
Y. M. C. A.'S WEEKLY
SERMONETTE
Specimen copies free on
(Changed Every Saturday)
Cue Month
One Year

ilX, PAPERS

AT

DISCONTINUED

THE EXPIRATION OF TIME

PILLS.

START
jar

SANTA FE

TOMORROW

Bilious,
Headachy,
Sour, Take a
Cascaret

Stomach

j

After having- been at work a little
over half a d:,y the Commercial club
committee Iv harge of making up the
list of lobbyists to go to Santa Fe to
work for the absage of 'legislation
that will permit the grant board to
invest its funds .n a project for comsystem upon
pleting the irrigation
the Las Vegas grant, yesterday after- noon ceased its operations. At that
time forty prominent men of the community had signed the agreement to
go to the capital. It is believed the
number will be increased to DO or 60
before the time to leave arrives.
All of the members of the lobby
will pay their own expenses, the trip
being made in the best interest of
Las Vegas and with no selfish motives. The party will leave tomorrow
afternoon on train No. 1. A special
car will be provided for its accommodation. The boosters wi'il work for
the passage of the Lobato bill Just
as it was Introduced by its author
and they say they will remain in San
ta Fe until the bill is passed, even it
they have to stay there until their
whiskers grow down to the topB of
their shoes or the Santa Fe barbers
get rich.
Those who have signed for the
trip are George A. Fleming, Charles
W. G.
Greenclay, W. P. Southard
Ogle, E. V. Long, B. W. Long, E. G.
Murphey, C. D. Boucher, D. T. Hos-klnRobert J. Taupert, F. O. Blood,
E R. Russell, Charles W. G. Ward, E.
E. Johnson, Stephen Powers, A. P.
Moran, E. W. Hart, William G. Hay-doA. H. Harris, W. J. Lucas, Simon
Bacharach, H. P. Browne, David
W. J. Mills, W. R. Tipton,
T. H. Moen, Jefferson Rayno'ids, John
Weddel'i, A. J. Gerard, K. W. Kelly,
D. J. Leahy, William Harper, LorenWilliam
H. C. Ilfeld,
zo Delgado,
Springer and A. T. Rogers, Sr.
Win-ternit-

Kmw)

The

ry(

MVS'

COMMITTEE
LARGE
SECURES
NUMBER OF .AS VEGANS TO
MAKE THE TRIP.

Constipated,

Did you hear it? God could say
something to this man because there
was something on the inside with
Advertisers are guaranteed the which to listen. Back of the hearing
iareeat daily and week? circulation ear there was the brooding thought.
of n- - tiawsoaner in northern New Contemplative silence on the part of
Mrtxloo.
the Sheik preceded the speech at this
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
particular time. God had ueen quietNew
TELEPHONES
reliahim
to
the
York, Feb. 15. The last saleu
question
ly leading
Main
IVESINESS OFFICE
bility of a lot of old grinning graven at the Stock Exchange today were:
697a
Mal
Somehow it had dawned Amalgamated Copper
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Images.
115
upon the soul of Abram that his Cre- Sugar, bid
102
15, 1013. ator was not the product of a stone Atchison
SATURDAY,, FEBRUARY
....160
cutter, nor oi a carpenter's bench; Reading
107' j
THE TK.VVELINO LIBRARY that the representative of heaven Southern Pacific
156
was a bit bigger than the things he Union Pacific
62?
The State Federation of Woman's was handling. .That there was not United States Steel
108
Clubs is working for the passage by much help from a God who ha I to be United States Steel, pfd
the state legislature of a bill creating propped up on a shelf. He had come
a traveling library. The women, who to think that the wealth that he had Some particularly fine peanut butter
with was the gift of in bulk "25 cts a lb., instead of 40c
always are endeavoring to bring about been blessed
and kindly power not when you buy it in a jar.
some
believe
Supreme
of
the state,
the betterment
IKE DAVIS,
such an institution, would go a long the gift of a grinning bit of granite.
Cash Grocer.
some
The
He
thinking
had
been
doing
in
way toward improving conditons
PAID FOR

FOR

"CASGARETS."

You men and women who can't get
feeling right who have headache,
coated tongue, foul ta&e and foul
breath, dizziness, can't sleep, are bil- lus, nervous and upset, bothered with
a sick, gassy, disordered stomach, ot
have backache and feel worn out.
Are you keeping your bowels clean
with Cascarets or merely forcing a
passageway every few days with salts
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
important
Cascarets work while you sleep;
cleanse and regulate the stomach, remove the sour, undigested and fer
menting food and foul gases; take the
excess bile from the liver and carry
out of the system all the constipated
waste matter and poison in the Intestines and bowels.
A Cascaret tonight will straighten
box
you out by morning a
from any drug store will keep your
stomach sweet; liver and bowels regular and head clear for months. Don't
forget the children. They love Cascarets because they taste good do
good never gripe or sicken. Adv.

1913.
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Delicious Loiiee

Coffee-makinsfbRnomfislGS-

mMo

j.il

S

ofafin e art and more

of an exact science
with an Electric Coffee Percolator. Not

only is percolation by elecricity the right
way and the dainty way to brew fragrant
coffee, but it is the economical way

'

the aroma and strength
of.'the coffee bean is conserved and
you can make coffee right at your table
, as well.

3p

All

quickly and easily.

An Electric Percolator

it.

,

ara.m,

Hv.
iliPJbi

is a durable device whose attractiveness
makss an !ieal gift of lasting worth.
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MOST HEAT FOR YQVh MONEY

ANSWER TO SMITH

SWASTIKA COAL

HIS CONTRACT
THAT
ASSERT
WITH ASYLUM BOARD IS
NOT BINDING

WHOLESALE AND DETAIL

0Q i 0

fooiaiMi)n
In their answer to the complaint of
Dr. H.M.Smith in his suit to recover
damages from the hoard of trustees
of the New Mexico Hospital for the
as superinInsane, Messrs. Veeder and Veeder, pital when he was engaged
is not acof
tendent
the
institution,
forth
set
altrnoyes for the defendant,
that the plaintiff has no valid claims. cording to law. The attorneys state
deThe answer, which was filed yester- their ground for this assertion by
no autrustees
had
the
that
which
contract
claring
the
sets
forth
that
day,
enter into a contract such as
Xjv. Smith asserts was stven him hv a thority to
Dr. Smith, as the term for
that
given
hos
trustees
of
the
former hoard of
tile life of the board of trustees. They which he was engaged was longer than

.W..gT

also assert that the former .board
was a' territorial body and it and its
acts became null and void after the
of state government. Messrs.
Veeder and Veeder ask that the case
be
be dismissed and the plaintiff
required to pay the costs of the

mi

?zQL.T
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ON SATURDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 15 We commence a Three Day Sale of Special Prices. Throughout
the store will be placed many of the new spring goods attractively priced, such as UNDERMUSLINS, LACESt
EMBROIDERIES, SHOES, MEN'S FURNISHINGS etc., which have just arrived.

IT IS TO

1

Undermuslin s

Shoes
Fine Shoes of Very ,
Best Quality made"
If
of Patent Colt, Patent Kid, Gun Metal,
Vicl Kid, Dull Kid in either Button or
Lace Styles, your unrestrirtfd choice
of a comp'ete line of sizes ijj
QQ
of $3.50 and 4.00 Shoes for

wit

Ollien

1

;

Beautiful Snow White Undergarments trimmed in lovely
laces and embroideries. The
line includes Corset Covers,
Gowns, Petticoats, Combination
Suits, Drawers and Chemises
all at

S

Mens Florshcim Shoes of
S3 and $6 Values

03.03

Entire Stock of Children's Shoes at

Oft

1.5 OFF

We haven't told you of

one-hal-

77)

"

7

q17 pr

KNICKERBOCKER

Discount on All
RIBBED UNDERWEAR

'

2,000 YARDS
Fancy Standard Ginghams, all
the Season's latest patterns, at

Men's Suits

Boy's

Men's, Women's or Children's

SUITS

Every one of these suits is our standard in quality. We always sell them
at prices from $4.50 to $8.50 and there
Is no secret about what is back of them
as our guarantee goes with ench suit.
Special, for Monday and Tuesduy, we
will quote them at

Wool or Cotton

f Ho Per Yd.

(Complete Stock Offered)

7- -4

Off

Start Saturday and come every day.

DON'T MISS THIS BIG CHANCE

A I TCI?
B 1?P
ijAlJ-jJL-

j

honestly.

De-

the good things you will find at this Sale.

f

J

ir"

To make our Dry Goods
partment interesting

'

VERTISE
20 Per Cent

Special

Our store

I

WE CATER TO ALL TASTES AND ALL INCOMES, the buying public have patronized this store very liberally in past years
making it, as we believe, a popular store. We have reason to expect this patronage just so long as we deal fairly and
position is that of a public servant, but if we neglect our duties and do not deal squarely, then we "lose our patronage."

We Mean To "Hold Our Patronage

$15, $18.50 and $20.00 Values

For.a few days longer we will
.quote iour all wool $15, $18.50
and $20 suits for $11.49. The
styles and qualities found in
thebe come up to the Bacharach
standard. Your choice

$11.49
It will pay you

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY,
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15,
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Sewing Club Met
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PERSONALS
A. D. Pankey and wife are in

t;i

r" liiLiifisMi!

the

city from Watrous.
Amelia Rudulph of Mora was in the
city today business.
W. W. Tipton of Los Alamos, was
a visitor in the city today.
J. D. Hand was in the city from Los
Alamos today on business.
Frank Olivas of Mora was a business visitor in the city today.
Leo Eegensberg left this afternoon
for Trinidad on a three days' visit
Nellie Floyd has gone to San Mar-cia- l
to visit her sister at that place.
and family
Mrs. J. W. Sherbon
have gone to San Diego, Calif., to
locate there.
Jesus Maria Quintana, a well
known sheep mr.n from Concepcion,
is in the city today on business.
Crouten of Watrous was in the
jny yesterday on business and re
turned to his home this morning.
W. R. H'effner and C. Iden of
Gross, Kelly and Company, left todny
for a short business trip to Pecos.
R. B. Schoonmaker, who has been
a business visitor in the city for the
past week, returned to his ranch today.
Benny Chavez, the well known
prize fighter from Albuquerque, was
a visitor in the city yesterday after-

Miss Bendheim
is Honor Guest
On Wednesday afternoon Mrs. ller- ....... T1.1J
J I
t

i

1

her guest, Miss Bendheim of Alloona,
Pennsylvania. Six handed euchre was
played, thsre being eleven tables of
players. First prize was won by Miss
Mildred Browne.
Mrs. H. M. Smith
was the winner of the second prize
and Mrs. Joseph Taichert won the
third prize. Mrs. A. M. Adler wop
the consolation prize. After cards
delicious refreshments were served,
the decorations being Valentine novet
ties.
Those present were Mrs. Charles A.
Spiess, Mrs Emma Kohn, Mrs. David
Winternitz, Mrs. Jacob Landau, Mrs.
Hariett Van Petten, Mrs. E. J.
Mrs. J. M. Cunningham, Mrs.
H. M. Smith, Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs.
Charles Rosenthal, Mrs. Ben Strlckfad-den- ,
Mrs. F. Reuther, Mrs. Louis
Stern, Mrs. Ben Le'vis, Sirs. S. Nahm,

With Mrs. Byron Reed.
On Thursday afternoon the "Jueves
en 'ia tarde" sewing club was entertained by Byron Reed. The members of the club, after carrying out
their regular afternoon's program,
were entertained by Mrs. Reed In a
novel manner, Valentine games being
played. A Valentine lunch was served, the table being prettily decorated
with Valentine novelties. The members present were Mrs. Rufus Meade,
Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts, Mrs. 11.
R. Larkin, Mrs. C. M. Bernhardt,
Mrs. William Sbillingiaw, Mrs. C. N.
Watson, Mrs. Gephart ana Mrs. J. JS.

u

The officers of this bank will be glad to meet you and cash
your pay check without cost. The Bank will be open this evening
until 8 P, M. Come in. You Are Welcome.

Freshman Party at
the High School.
At the
High school last
evening the members of the class of
1916, in other words the freshmen,
proved themselves to be Ideal hosts
when they royally entertained for the
other classes of the school. The affair was one of the most pleasant ever held at the High school.
The evening was spent in playing a
number of games, many Valentine's
JJay sports included, and it was at
a late hour when the guests stopped
their play to partake of the delicious
refreshments served by the hosts.
Cia-stl-

e

u

Railway Company

Copeland.

Final Preparation
for Annual Dance.
Leading among the social events
of the Lenten season, and, in fact of
the entire year, will be the E. Romero Hose company's masquerade ball,
which is to be given in the Duncan
opera house on Friday evening of
next week. The "Firemen's Ball," as
this affair is popularly called, this
year will be the most elaborate and
brilliant one ever given by the fire
laddies. The costumes for masking
which have been ordered by the committee in charge of this feature of
the ball, will be the smartest ever
The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Meseen in Las Vegas. During the commorial
Episcopal church will meet
noon.
Mrs. N. Hoffman, Mrs. H. N. Grau-bart- ing week these costumes may be obafternoon at 2:30 o'clock
Tuesday
G. Kahle, who has been in the city
Mrs. B. Danziger Mrs. L. W. tained from a representative of the
Mrs.
with
Harriett Van Petten.
on
few
the
for
business, Ilfeld, Mrs. Simon Hoffman, Mrs. Denver costuming firm,' who will be
past
days
has returned to Albuquerque, his Isaac Appel, Mrs. Maurice Danziger in the city the greater part of the
NOTICE
headquarters.
Mrs. Earle Hoke, Mrs. Hallett Ray- week.
We the undersigned hereby wish to
F. B. Snavley of Ironwood, Mich., nolds, Mrs. A. M. Adler, Mrs. D. J.
The ticket committee reports that
the public that we are the acla in the city visiting J. L. Tooker, Leahy, Mrs. Mary Bearinger, Mrs. the advance sale of tickets for the notify
to the Harris Insursuccessors
tual
the photographer. Mr. Snavley Is on C. II. Baily, Mrs. Charles Greenclay, ball is already a large one and there
conducted by
ance
formerly
Agency,
his way to Los Angeles.
Mrs F. R. Lord, Mrs. J. P. Earickson, are many who are planning to attend W. G.
and
company, R. B.
Koogler
of
Rev. F. M. Grim, field secretary
Mrs. O. G. Schaefer, Mrs. H. Levy, the ball who have not as yet obtained
Schoonmaker and A. H. Harris.
the Christian denomination in New Mrs. F. A. Manzanares, Mrs. W. N. tickets. As the ball Is to be given
We are responsible for the local
Mexico, came in. last night for a two Rosenthal, Mrs. M. Bendix, Mrs. E. for the benefit of the E. Romero
of this insurance agency; isbusiness
weeks' visit in the city.
R. Russell, Mrs. J. W. Morse, Mrs. IS. Hose company, everybody undoubtedthe
polMes and renewals, colMrs. Louise Scott, who has been Brash, Mrs. J. Graaf, Mrs. Goldsmith, ly will give the affair all the support suing
and refunding the
premiums
lecting
visitng Mr. and Mrs.' Fred Nolette fo Mrs. Charles W. G.,Ward, Mrs. J. A. possible. It is the hope of the com- return
on
policies of the
premiums
some time,
ill leave Monday for her La Rue, Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs. mittee in charge that the attendance
former
agencies.
home in Portland, Oregon.
F. L. Myers, Mrs. Joseph Taichert, will be unusually large. A number of
Certain parties are
representing
a
Earnest Daily, employed by the
Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Mr., Mrs. J. W. beautiful prizes are to be given durthis agency does not exist and
that
Ranch company at Rociada, wag Lynch, Mrs. IT. Bowman, Mrs. Simon ing the evening for the best cosare not being cared
a visitor in the city yesterday and Bacharaoh, Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld, Mrs tumes, dancers, etc., a list of which that its policies
This is not true. We are located
for.
wi'il
home
this
be published several days
loturned
morning.
Mrs. Charles IlGilbert RosenwaltL
at C14 Lincoln avenue and we are
the ball.
Our potatoes are free from frost feld, Miss Friedman, Miss Helen Cunprepared to handle all kinds of inand extra fancy. Fifteen pounds for ningham, Miss Helen Nahm, Miss
business with care and dissurance
2oc today, Monday and Tuesday. Ike Gertrude Kohn, Miss Minnie Cellers, School Party at
We
refer you to Mr. A. H.
patch.
Davis, the Cash Grocer. Adv.
Miss Pauline Levy, Miss Lucy Rosen Home of Miss Fishburn.
Harris
permission.
by
Miss Gladys Gibson will leave toAt the home of Miss Alta Mae
thai, Miss Emma Tamme, Miss Aileen
CUTLER BROTHERS,
on an extended
morrow afternoon
Rosenthal, Miss Mildred Browne and Fishburn last evening the members
HARRY
L, CUTLER.
and
Mobile, Miss Baum of Kansas City.
of .the sixth and seventh grades of the
trip to New OrleanB, La.,
Ala., where she will visit friends and
public schools, of which Miss Bertha
Pure and sweet apple cider, 50 ctS
relatives.,,
Papen is the teacher, were pleasantElks'
Dante
en'
IKE DAVIS,
at
a
for
H. C. Smith,
gallon
representative
ly entertained with games and music.
The Cash Grocer.
Gross, Kelly and Company who was Thursday Evening
At a late hour the games were conAt their club house on Thursday
latelyi operated upon for appendictis,
cluded after which dainty refreshleft this afternoon for El Paso and evening the local Elks were the hosts ments were served. Those present
at an informal dancing party whici.
vicinity on a pleasure trip.
were Miss Bertha Papen, Miss Har- MOUNTED POLICE
J. M. Kurn, general manager of the was a very enjoyable affair although riett Tooker, Miss Edith Wright,
western lines of the Santa Fe Railway attended by a ' smaller number of Miss Bertha
Miss Gladys
IAY BE CUT OUT
than is
company, passed throfigh here this members and their guests
Miss Olive Nisson, Miss
Pochel,
was
morning on a special train from San usual at these bailes. Dancing
Black, Miss Violet Leonard, Miss
ta Fe. F. L. Myers, superintendent of enjoyed until after midnight. During Margaret Carscallen, Miss Kathenne
; Continued
From Page One)
the New Mexico division, attached his the. intermission light refreshments Larkin, Miss Isabel Gallegos, Mi'rs
were served in the banquet hall of the
private car to the special and will go
Elizabeth Wright, Miss Helen Nel- R. Marshall of Indiana, vice presideThose present were Mr. and
1o the end of his division with Mr, club.
son, Lawrence Linn, Edward Nahm, nt-elect.
Mrs. Hallett Raynolds, Mr. and Mrs.
Kurn.
Charles Chelly, Ernest Ehrlch, WilThe senate committee on railroads
F. M. Lyon, Mr. and Mrs. George H.
liam Smith, Miguel Sena, Raymond was In session
this morning and
Hunker, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Witteu, Wright, - John
Miles drafted what is practically a new full
Coddington,
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Russell, Dr. and
Standish, Harry Clark an'.' Jay Pal- crew bill. Among the features elimMrs.
C. S. Losey, Mr. and Mrs. H. P.
TOMORROW
mer,
inated from the old sbri. are the re- ,
Browne, Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Van
at the Y. M. C. A.
v v v
quiretnents on extra mail or limited
Mr. and Mrs. O. M. Ward, Mr.
Ofered for
trains that an extra firePrize
passenger
and Mrs. Simon Bacharach, Mr. and
man accompany the crew. The comthe Best Bowler.
Mrs.
Herman Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs. M.
Building open from 9 a. m. until 6
Wednesday afternoon, despite a mittee was convinced at the meeting
Danziger, Mr. and Mrs. M. Bendix, number of affaire
p. m.
occurring. on the yesterday that the extra man on the
All strangers and others cordially Mr. and Mrs. Charles Greenclay, Mr. same
the) Elks' ladies day was passenger trains was not necessary
date,
invited to use the readjng rooms and and Mrs. F, W. Barnes, Mr. and Mrs. observed as usua'i at the Elks' home. and that the railroads had
already
W. C. Dennis, Mr. and Mrs. R. F.
'orrespondeuee desks.
A number of ladles visited the home compiled with tho demand for the
M'S.
Johnson, tM.rs. David Hazels,
and the afternoon was pleasantly additional fireman when needed on
Charles Kohn, Mrs. Charles Ilfeld,
spent in bowling and playing pool light engines. Under the terms of
Miss Marie Dunn, Miss Marguerite
Some excellent bowling scores were the bill as now proposed an extra
Miss
Rudulph, Miss Emma Tamme,
made, Mrs. Louise Scott having the brakeman will be required on freight
Bendheim of Altoona, Pa., MIbb Minnie
score of 167 pins for one string, trains of over 50 cars and upon reghigh
Kohn, Mr. John W. Harris, Jr., Mr. MJiiss Lorna Johnson
rolling up a ular and local trains. Another man
William Springer, Mr. M, Henrlquez,
score of 118 pins and Miss Opal will be required on switching crews
Mr. Max Kraus, Mr. Joseph Danziger
Jones scoring 102 pins. Mrs. Scott, in certain terminals such as Las Veand Mr. II. F. Tilton.
who has offered a beautiful hand- gas and Raton where engine hostlers
V
painted Elk pillow as a prize to the are not employed. A telegram was
comes naturally to the man
"Florence" Subject
lady bowling the highest score, an received this morning to effect tat
of Club Program
who makes himself fit
nounces that on next Wednesday af both houses of the Texas legislature
On Monday afternoon the Sorosis ternoon the pillow will be awarded
had definitely refused to pass a full
And perfect nourishment
club mot with Mrs. Norman Skinner.
crew , bill such ns now is ponding
''
of brain and body along sim-- 1
The lesson ,'ot the afternoon was Flor- Bridge Club Meets
here.
Mrs."
John.
who
H,
York,
is
ence,
lines
the sure
Italy,
With Mrs. Raynolds
, pie, natural
road an'lnterestlng paper on Florence,
The Friday Afternoon Bridge club ' P.... D;- McTClroyj of the E. Romeio
way to make one fit for ad-.- ,
was followed by Mrs. L. Durham, who met
yesterday afternoon with Mrs. Hobo and Fir rpmrjany, has left for
vancement.
gave an 'instructive talk on "Florence, Hallett Raynolds. In addition to the Santa Fe to extend Jan Invitation
to
Past and Present."
Mrs. Norman regular memlvers were
Mrs.
the
to
McDonald
attend
Governor
present
Skinner and Miss Adlon gave interest Charles Anderson of Los Angeles, mask bal to be given on February 21
Grape-Nut- s
ing talks on celebrated men of Flor- Calif., who Is visiting her parents, In the
opera house by the company.
ence, Mrs. Skinner giving an inter- Judge and Mrs. E. V, Long, and Mrs.
made of whole wheat and
esting sketch of the life of Savanoro- - L. Crocker, who is the guest of Dr.
AN IMPORTANT MEETING
the Italian martyr, and Miss Adlon end Mrs. C. 8.
la,
At the confood
All persons who Intend to RO to
Losey.
barley, contains all the
read an instructive paper on the works clusion of the afternoon's play
Santa Fe tomorow to assist In obtainelements of these
of Michael Angclo, the famous artist.
refreshments were served by ing the passage of legislation giving
Mrs. Frank H. IT. Roberts, in a de- the hostess.
cereals, including the "vital
the Las Vegas Kranf! trustees power
scriptive talk, told of the famous palto expend the funds of the grant, if
4 4 4
phosphates" (grown in the
aces in Florence and of the foeautifri Engaged Couple
in any project for tho com
necessary,
which
Nature requires
grains)
paintings therein.
Guests of Honor
Camfield Irrigation prothe
of
pletion
in building clear brains and
VI
4
On Thursday evening Miss Helen ject, are requested to meet tonight In
Round Dozen
bodies that have strength
Cunningham was hostess at a dinner the Commercial club rooms at 9
Club has Meeting
party given In honor of Miss Mary o'clock. The meeting will be for the
and endurance.
On Thursday afternoon' the Round
Tipton and Mr. Richard Devlne, whose purpose of getting the opinion of every
Dozen club held its regular weekly engagement was announced not long booster as to what will bo asked of the
"Theres a Reason"
meeting with Mrs. John H. York.' All ago. Covers were laid for eight, those legislature. There is a general sentiof the members of the club were present being Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Cun- ment in favor of the Lobato bill just
Read the famous little book,
present and the afternoon was pleas- ningham, Miss Mary Tipton, Miss Hel- as it was Introduced.
However, ex
"The Road to Wellvilla," in
antly spent in sewing. Dainty refresh- en Kelly, Mr. Richard Devine, Mr. pressions of opinion will be asked of
ments were served by Mrs. York dur- Leo M, Tipton and Mr. John W. Har- every person who intends to make the
pkgs, of Grape-Nuts- .
ing tho afternoon.
ris, Jr.
trip.

To the Employees of the Santa Fe

PEOPLE'S BANK &' TRUST CO.

CAPITAL
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$107,000.00

,

OPPICKKS
John

W. Harris President

Geo. H. Hunker, Vice

Ceciho Rosenwald. Secretary

President

Cleofes Romero, Vice President
ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary

n

Jumbo Cranberries

15 cts a quart.
IKE DAVIS,
The Cash Grocer

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOH

$1,050

The funeral of Mrs. Roman Gallegos
wa3

held this morning at

8

o'clock

from the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows. The services were largely at
tended. The pallbearers were Ma
nuel Martinez, Adelaldo Tafoya, M. A.
Sanchez, Enrique Armljo, Martin Del- gado and Gregorio
Gutlerez. The
body was taken to San Jose for burial.
J. C. Johnsen and Son had charge of

ixmb

the arrangements.
Word has been received here that
Miss Minnie Holzman, who years ago
was a school teacher here and for
the past few years has been a teacher in Albuquerque, has resigned her
position at that place and will soon
leave for El Paso to enter th new
store that her brother, Joe Holzman,
also well known In the city, will open
'
at that place,
Charles A. Spiess returned this
ternoon from Santa Fa

CRLAND K0DF.L 59 T

C

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile 6 Machine
Pbjne Main 344,

Co

Whalen, & Fowler Prop$

af-

El

Eu-la- h

just

Union Suits the kind you usually pay $2.00 for, you. may
nave unul Monday night, for

Pet-ten-

A

i

A

Step

Up

great

All (wo

if

:
:.

better suit, more elegantly trimmed

pieced underwear at actual cost.
Silk finish

-

-

emmoer

a.

leather end Suspenders

1
I

!
j

Socks, the extra heavy black 25c kind

.

i

Wa

I
I

t

5

These

do not apply alone to the other articles mentioned, but sweeping reductions have
been made in
many other lines for this sale.

specialises

doll-clou- s
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SHERMAN

PULPIT

A BACHELOR'S HONEYMOON"

IS OVERWHELMINGLY FUNNY

r
X-

:

ani

:

Choir Loft

fV
OF THE IMMACULATE
INCEPTION Adrian
Rabeyrolle.
mstor.
First mass at 7 a. m.; second mas
it 10 a. in. Sunday school in English
md Spanish at 3 p. m., In Spanish ai
60 p. m. Roaary and benedlctior
if the hlesaed sacrament at 7:30 p
CHURCH

J

.i J

-

r

it

m

Sunday school for English speakspeaking children
ing and Spani3li
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.

1

4

,

4

y

1

4'

SCENE FROM "A BACHELOR'S HONEYMOON,"
at Duncan Opera House, February 19.
'

A

is of a man who marries and
actress, hut wants to keep his
riage a secret. Tht play is said to
be a scream of laughter from the rise
ot tne curiam on me wm
the drop on the last act. The com
pany is made up of well known people and if reports go for anything,
it will he one of the best, offerings
at the Duncan opera house this season. It is to be here Wednesday,

run of ten consecutive months story

Bt the Madison Square theater, New

mar-Wor- k,

is the record of "A Bachelor's
Honeymoon," and it is now touring
the principal cities of New .Mexico
for the first time. When (he play was
Jirst presented in New York the Sun
f that city said, "It i3 overwhelmingly funny." That it has lost none of
the qualities which mado it a success ia New York is evident from
critics in other cities. The February
j

p--

ill

19.

Santa Fe

AND RETURN
S4-.O- S
Account Annual Meeting New Mexico
1913.
Masonic Lodge February 17th-20tTickets on seJe February 15, 16, 17th.
Final return limit. February 21. 1913.
h.

D. L.

BATCHELOR
AGENT

BUM

OPERA

HOUSE

WEDNESDAY. FEB. 19th.
ONE NIGHT ONLY
(ilLSOK V HUADFIELD
Oiler The Great ll t Succonn

achelor's
Honeymoon
With Leon A. Gilsoii and Miss Rose Ainsworth
n
players
and a capable cast of
Well-know-

SPECIAL SCENER.Y
HANDSOME COSTUMES
Everv line covered with a frosting; of humor.
i.ooo laughs and two tears

PHIDZS

- BOs, 7Gv,1.00 mid $1MQ
..

-

L.

MEMORIAL

FEBRUARY
SERVICES.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 15. In
the, presence
ot an audience that
comprised the president and his cabinet, the members of the supreme
court of the United States, the foreign diplomatic corps, army and navy
officers statioi.ed in Washington,
and scores of invited guests of national fame, the two houses of congress today paid tribute to the memory of Vice President James S. Sherman. The memorial exercises were
held in the hall of representatives.
Every available inch of "pace in
the galleries and on the floor was
occupied, and the audience was an
immense one. Admission to the capital was restricted to the holders of
tickets. Every member of congress
The galleries
was attired in black
were bright with the costumes .of
women, but the only touch of color
on the floor was in the uniforms of
several high officers of the army and

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
OWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun
mass 8:31) navy.
lay excepted. Second
The services were of a simple but
;crmon In English, hymns rendered
The program
ay the children under the directum impressive character.
if the Sisters of Loretto. Third mast was opened with a prayer by the
it 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish. chaplain of the house and closed with
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At i the benediction by the chaplain of
SacraBenediction
the senate. President Taft deliv
ol the Blessed
ment. At the New Mexico Kosplia ered one of the addresses of eulogy,
fourtl: and Speaker Clark delivered another.
tor the Insane mass every
President Taft's address was univerthe
pastor.
Sunday by
sally pronounced a splendid eulogy
of his former colleague and friend.
FIRST M. E. CHURCH.
Corner Eighth street and National He delivered it with no effort at oraavenue. Rev. E. C. Anderson, pas- torical effect; "et, through tin three
tor.
quarters of an hour that he occupied,
Sundav school, 9:45.
he was listened to with breathless
sermon
at
with
silence and strained attention, and
Morning worship
11 o'clock.
when he concluded there was a storm
of applause.
Epworth League, 6:15 p. m.
President Taft's action in visiting
Evening worship with sermon at
7:30 o'clock.
the hall of representatives and delivA cordial invitation is extended to ering an address there was almost
all who have no other place of wor- without precedent. Not since 1801,
ship to attend divine services at this when President Jefferson Introduced
church.
the custom of the president's sending
"a message in writing" instead of
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH. making a speech at the opening sesRev. J. S. Moore, rector, 716 Na sion, had a president spoUen direct'iy
tional avenue, East Las Vegas, N. M. to a house of congress.
Second Sunday in Lent, February
16, 1913. Holy Communion 7:30; Sun
F. E. Walling, a farmer diving neat
day school 9:45; morning prayer and Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends Fo
sermon 11. Lenten services (in the ley's Honey and Tar Compound and
says: "I have been advised by my
chapel), evening service daily, except family doctor to use Foley's Honey
Wed
Monday and Wednesday, 4:15.
and Tar Compound for my children
nesday evening prayer and address, when there was a cough medicineof
It always gives the best
7:30. Missionary address on Fridays, needed.
and I recommend it te
satisfaction
on
meet
will
4:15. The Ladies Guild
others." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Tuesday 2:30 with Mrs Van Petten, Drug Co. Adv.
S06 Seventh street
The Altar Guild
Conductor S. h. Miller, Norfolk
will meet on Thursday after evening
Nebr., on Bonesteel Division of C. and
service in chapel.
N. W. Ry. Co., recommends Foley
This church is open daily for private
Kidney Pills and says: "I have used
meditation.
and
prayer
Foley Kidney Pills with very satisfac
tory results and endorse their use for
any one afflicted with kidney trouble.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
are all right." O. G. Schaefer
First Christian church, corner Thev
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Eighth and Main.
MANITOBA'S PREMIER IS 60.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.; preach
ing and communion service 11 a. m
Winnipeg, Man., Feb. 15. Receivand 7:30 p. m.; Christian Endeavot ing congratulations from friends
6:30 p. m. Rev. Frederick F. Grim, throughout the province,
and also
field secretary for the state, is with from other parts of the aominion,
us and will preach both morning and Sir Redmond P. Roblin, premier of
He will also stay with the Manitoba for the past 12 years, obevening.
church for about three weeks, holding served his sixtieth birthday anniversoma extra services during that time. sary today.
All cordially invited to these meetings.
Premier Roblin is an Ontario man
by birth, though he may fairly claim
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main to be one of the pioneers of the
avenue and Sixth street. Rev. N. B great west. Foreseeing the great deOreen, Pastor.
velopment which must take place in
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p. western Canada when a transcontina.
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m. A. nental railway was built, lie settled
M Young People's meeting at 8:30 p. In Dufferin, Manitoba,
in early life,
tn. The public Is Invited.
and became associated with the grain

P. MACKEL

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
lardirood BiaUhlnitf Papr Hansrtnt
and Glastng.
'Etlmtes Chssrfulty Glvsn.
Test Bids Plsiia . . . . OW Town

Tilt L3BBY UESTAiJBANT AND CAFF

THE OPT.IC

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

WANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
A.

RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

W. M.,

cents per line each "Insertion.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy less space than two
conc'avo sec. d Tuoa-ij- r
lines. A.:
advertls ments charged
day in each month at Mar
will be booked at space actually set,
eonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
without regard to number of word.
ElnkeL E. C; Chas. Tamme, ReIn
Cash
advance preferred.
corder.
Five
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RANSFORD

Wanted
WANTED Practical woman to board
boy of 13. Phone Optic.

NO. 3, ROY
Kegi-la- r

CHAPTER

O. E. Meets first and third Tues
day evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cordl
ally invited to attend. A. M. Adlet
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary

con
L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second ani
Thursday evening ea
month at W. o. W. Hall. Visitin
brothers cordially invited. Dr. B
W.
Houf, Dictator;
J. Thornhlil
Secretary.
lourth

NO. 2, O. E.

8. Meets first and tnirJ Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

LOCAL

TIME CAM

EAST BOUND
Arrive
Depart
9:10 p. m.. . . 9:15 p.
No. 2..
11:05 p. m.. . .11:05 p. m
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO. No. 4
. 2:10
a. m
102 Mees every Monday night at No. 8.... 2:05 a. m..
1:45 p. m. . . 2:10 p. n
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglat, avenue.at No. 10.
:

WANTED

cantile

Proprietor for local mer
business selling standard

goods paying 100 per cent profiL
Our little Automatic stores get the
business. A "surprisingly small investment will start you in a prosperous business which has made

.

Visiting members are
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
C. H. Baily, treasurer.

8

o'clock.

others independent. Reserved your
home town. Write today. U. S. Au MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
tomatic Sales Co., Hellman Build
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
ing, Los. Angeles.
on the second and fourth Fridays
WANTED Traveling men who are
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.
making small towns and cross roads
stores to handle our new and
Visiting members are especially
welcome and cordially invited.
pocket side line. 'Pays a commission of $4 per order. A winner.
For full particulars address Burd J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
Mfg. Co., 212 Slgel St., Chicago, 111.
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Isaac Appel,
invited.
cordially
FOR SALE Or rent, one square piano.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
Apply 920 Gallinas avenue.
retary.

No.

1.

No.
No.

3...

No.

9...

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

.

.

7...

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

p. m

a.
p. m
p. n

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunk.)
Attornes-at-La-

te

For Sate

FOR SALE First class upright
ano, price reasonable. Inquire

piOp-

tic.
One dozen Black
pington chickens. Call Vegas

FOR

SALE

buries.

Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially Invited. Richard
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.

3G9.

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth streeL All visit

I. O. O.
1.

FOR SALE Modern nine-roohouse
goo dcondttion, fine location, bar
gain. Inquire M., Optic.

ing brethren cordially invited to at
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,

Far flcni

Secretary;

Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
cemetery trustee.

C. V. Hedgcock,

RENT Cheap, chicken ranch
with 4 room cottage furnished, also
3 room cottage. Call 417 Eighth St,

New Mextec

Las Vegas.

DENTISTS
DR.

E. L.

HAMMOND,

DENTIST

Crockett Building.
Main
Office Telephone
Main
House Telephone
DR.

F.

FOR

B.

TO LEASE OR RENT

1 large
adobe house with 150 acres
of land and 1 small
adobe
house and 70 acres of land. Mrs.

B. HUXMANN

ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, Secretary.
P.

O.

HEALTH WARNING
Chilled and wet feet result in con-

Ingesting the internal organs, andbladflammation of the kidneys and
der, with rheumatic twinges and pain
Use Folej
In back, generally follow.
Kidney Pills. They are the best medi
cine made for all disorders of the kidneys, for Madder irregularities, anu
for backache and rheumatism. They
do not contain habit forming drugs.
Tonic in action, quick results. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drag Co.

Adv.
Do you know that more real danger
lurks in a common cold than in any
other of the minor ailments? The
safe way is to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy, a thoroughly reliable
preparation, and rid yourself of the
cold as quickly as possible. This
remedy is for sale by all dealers.
Adv.

P. C. Nisson.

-- RETAIL

TO LET Two furnished cottages
cheap.
Inquire at 618 Grand avenue.

FOR RENT
house.

921

or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 b., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., Each Delivery
60 lbs. to
Less than 5d lbs. Each Delivery

room furnished
Lincoln avenue.

RENT Furnished house, modern, Eighth and Washington. Inquire Herbert W. Gehring.

ft

r

r-r

JUST THINK. Gordon Safety Razors
mado to retail for 25c guaranteed
equal to J5 razor. Biggest seller
out Samples lOo, guaranteed lifetime. Cordon Co., Northwestern

with
necklace
of pale green leaves set with
P'2: Is and perrl drop. Return to Ma-- t
!
rpar!;c, CaEtannda, and receive

LOST

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

Bldg., Chicago.

Lost

lb.

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

a

in- -

100 lbs.
100

Harvesters, Storers, 'and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.

FOR

FIRST class room and board,
quire 1112 Douglas Ave.

:

20c per
25o per
30c per
40o per
50c per

AGUA PURA COMPANY

508 Main.

PER CENT PROFIT selling our
Pll'iow Tops, high grade work, easy
sales. Samples and catalog tree.
Luther Gordon Co., Northwestern
Bldg., Chicago.

,

.

RENT Suite
FOR
housekeeping
rooms, first floor, electric lights.

400

PRICES

2,000 lbs.
1,000 lbs.

Two

r.lisccHancous

111
1M

Dental work of any description ai
COUN- moderate prices.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 136
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
East Las Vegas, Ni M.

Or

Horse, harness and two
Inquire 716 Seventh SL

FOR SALE

rre?tu

ui

MASONS

vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

4 wm

J93.

CHAPTER

AL ARCH

Hurry Martin,
and Seal.
F- -

1

KNIGHTS OF
THIAS MoeU
ery Monday ev
in
Castlt
ning
Visitliu
Hall.
Knights ar cord)
ally invited. Ch
Liebachner, Chai
cellor Command)
Keeper of Record

7

Reg-AvruI-

NO. .

LODGE

DORADO

M.

Regular communication first and
third Thursdav in
each, month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Win. p. Mills,
H. 8 .Van Petten, Secretary.

COLUMN

nUICUESTERSPILLS

iiLCtVLr,.--.:iSL,.:i:....-

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4,

CHAPMAN

trade, eventually establishing a busiCHURCH. ness in Winnipeg.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. DougAfter two unsuccesssful attempt he
las avenue and Tenth street.
was elected to the provincial legisMorning worship and sermon at 11 lature in 1888. At first he was identio'clock.
fied with the liberal party, but, beBible study and Sunday school ses- coming dissatisfied, took the other
sion at 9:45 a. m.
When the Greemvay governside.
Society of Christian Endeavor at ment was defeated In 1890 Mr. Rob6:30 P. m.
lin was given a place in Hugh J.
The church extends a most hearty Macdonald's cabinet, and succeeded
invitation to all people.
Strangers to the leadership of the party on Mr.
and sojourners in the city especially Macdonald's
retirement the next
welcomed.
1900
he became premier.
In
year.
Since taking office Premier Roblin
SOCIETY has had some hard problems to solve.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCt
rtegular services every Sunday morn The transportation question was one
'ng at U o'clock and Wednesday oven of the first with which he had to
In O R. C. hall
:nK ai 8 o'clock
wrestle. Again, for years past hi
attracted the attention of all Canada
8HILOH BAPTIST CHURCH Cor
by Ills fight for the extension of
ner Columbia and Railroad Avenue. Manitoba's boundaries, frof which
Rev. W. R, Burgess, Pastor.
long campaign he emerged victorious
Preaching 11 a. m and S p. in., by about a year ago. The premier was
the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. m.; a most determined opponent of reciB. T. P. tj., 3 p. m.
AH are welcome
Vnlted States and
procity with the
to attend tht
services.
a series of trenchant
delivered
speeches against It in the last federal
This Is the sengon of the year when campaign.
mothers feel very much concerned
over the frequent colds contracted by
Here Is a message of hope and good
their children, and have abundant
Martin. Boone
reason for it as every cold weakens cheer from Mrs. C.theJ. mother ot is
the lungs, lowers the vitality and Mill Va.. who isMurtln was cured of
paves the way for the more serious children. Mrs.
and constipation by
diseases that so often follow. Cham- stomach trouble Tablets
after f;e
berlain's Cough Remedy is famous for chamberlain's
and now recomits cures, and is pleasant and safe to years of suffering to the public. Sold
take. For sale by all dealers. Adv. mends these tablets
bv nil dealers. Ady.

PETER

1913.

15,

Classified ads. searoh out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most

of

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never bear ot
your property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana rer ads. in this newspaper want (ana
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
of any sort, and musical
and furniture, articles of

the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best

As
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Are Used So The Optic's Job Department
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That Printing: Done By Us

iiEiiO'xJi
Is

the Best Obtainable

getting work out with little delay, but insist that it must be absolutely correct and
satisfactory in every respect.
Of

SEND FOR PRICES
I

he uptiic PiuMDlhieg
ifi'lmdDOdCB LuJSllilfD-

rir

Co0

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

EIGHT

SATURDAY,

FEBRUARY

FOR CASH
3 10c

ENGLISH KITCHEN WILL OCCUPY FORMER LOCATION OF
CAFE DE LUXE.
6:26

Light automobile lamps at
o'clock this evening.

I. W. Lively assistant

secretary of
the Peoples Bank and Trust company,
has moved to 1113 Douglas avenue.

i5

boxe ecrackers
1

pounds pure. Jard
B0 pounds Lily Fiour

7S

--

5

40

Extra fancy tomatoes, crisp celery,
head lettuce at IKE DAVIS, The Cash
130

:
pounds Pride Flour
and
pre
in
in
cheaper.
quantities
Fresh eggs are coming

50

Grocer.

Any suit in the store goes at ?1).S5,
worth $16.50 to ?22.50, at Talchert's.
Adv.

O

Jit steams

The Modern Woodmen of America
held their
meeting last
night The attendance was good and
many important topics were discussed.
Plans for a social to be given in the
near future were discussed.
semi-monthl- y

GROCER.

For Sale Automobile in good
dition; can be seen at Whalen

con-

Adv
Two furnished rooms for light
housekeeping. T. J. Carvil, 810 Lin
coln avenue. Adv.

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN

75 pairs of woman's shoes, lace and
button, J3 and $4 values at $2 per
pair at Hedgcock's. Adv.

W-A-GO- N

Judge D. R. Murray, who was reported ill yesterday, is today a victim
of a bad case of pneumonia. He is
doing fairly well, according to information received this morning.

""I
-

(t

'I?

pairs of men's
Kid laco shoes, $3.50
to close out at $2.45
last at Hedgcock's.

A

Gross,

1 "

The meeting which was to have
been held Monday evening In Temple Montefiore has been postpone!
on account of the fact that Rabbi
Jacob Landau will be In Santa Fe on
that occasion working for the passage of the Lobato bill, in company
with forty other Las Vegas boostsers.

Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

I

Murphey yesterday donated
Dox of candy to the
students of the Normal University
1 which was sold at the game last
night to obtain more funds to take
the Normal boys to El Paso. The
game last night netted the school
nearly sufficient funds to cover the
amount that was' needed for the trip
to El Paso. The school probably
will cover that which is still needetf
The team will leave early next week.
E.

G.

a three pound

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE

FROM

PASTEURIZED CR.EAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
At

1

The Home of the Best of Everything Eatable

iEO IAL

SslE

CflS

FEBRUARY

15-17-

-18

.......

lbs. Sugar
100 lbs. Sugar
18

The third of the series of the Sunday School Basketball league games
will be played tonight when the Baptists and the Methodists and the Y.
M. C. A. and tne Presbyterians oppose each other at the association
Methodist-Baptis- t
The
building.
game will come first, promptly at 8
o'clock. John Webb will referee both
This Is the first time any
games.
of these teams have met and some
surprises are in store for those who
see the games tonifht. The admission is 15 cents for adults and 10
cents for those under 16 The public is invited to see these games.

75

4 CONTIKUED

10

.10
Ralston 'Prepared Buckwheat Flour ., ...
2o
7 packages Best Starch
.25
8 bars White Star Soap
25
7 bars Lenox Soap
.25
7 Tar Soap
,
.60
1 Stone Jar Helnsi Preserves
C5
1
can
Blueberries..
gal.
25
;i lbs. crackers
18
Standard Hams, per lb
19
'.'I.' 7 7...
Standard. Bacon side, per lb
1.30
...
Large palls pure Lard
C5
Uodlum palls pure lard
40
Small palls pure lard
Fresh
Youn?
Onions,
Radishes,
Head
Lettuo,
Fresh vegetables:
Tomatoes, Celery, Parsnips. Carrots Turnips, Cabbage, Cauliflower,
1 Torse Radish
Root, Sweet Potato, Parsley, also fruits, Cranberr'ps,
Oranges, Crape Fruit, Apples.

PFRWMK

,..'........'

We are dally presenting our

results of perfect laundering

who are

hundreds of patrons,
endorsing

It

with

to

their

con-

tinued patronage.
SHIRTS, COLLARS,

S

HAYVARO

EIGHTH GRADE GIRLS OF CITY
SCHOOLS DEFEATED BY N. M.
N. U. SCHOOL GIRLS

The Normal University teams last
night had no trouble in winning both
basketball games, the eighth grade
girls defeating the eighth grade girls
of the city schools and the varsity
team winning from the City Cham
more
pions. The girls' teams were
nearly matched than the boys. Excellent playing was visible on both
sides and the team work in this game
was superior to that used in the boys'
The stars of both teams
scramble.
were the forwards. Tht score at the
finish was 16 to 13 in the Normals'
favor. John Webb and Nora Trahey
officiated.
The boys' game was a walkaway
for the Normal from the start, Ellis and Koogler using their wonderful teamwork and basket shooting to

CIVIL SERVICE EXAMS.
On the following dates civil service a winning avantage. The only thing
examinations will be held in this city that was against "the city team was
as noted below; all information con its lack of knowledge of the game.
cerning them may be obtained from The players apparently did not think
it necessary that they be near the
James Lowe at the postoffice:
February 2fi Assistant forest path basket to shoot, but the minute that
ologist, salary ranging from $1,410 the ball was in their hands, whether
to $1,800.
March 5 Press feeder within a foot of the basket or within
(male) salary $180; photographer for a mile of' it, they seemed to think
plant specimens (male), salary rang that then was the time to shoot The
ing from $720 to $Sin. March 5 am? score of this game was 61 to 11 in
6 Assistant geologist (nia'ie and fe. the Normals' favor.
The game alto
an interesting
geologic
was
$1,500;
male), salary up
though
aid (male or female), salary up to one for the spectators and no one left
statistical the games dissatisfied.
and
$l.D00:accountiBg
clerk (male), salary $1,200 to $1,620
The lineups of the Normal teams
March 10 Assistant in experimental were: girls Mercedes Hays and Del- therapeutics (male), salary $2,onO; la Chambers, forwards; Emily Baca,

AND

CUFF WOrtK THAT

IS

CO. STORE

Las Veas Steam
Everything in the store at reduced
Everything In woman's and chil25
Juliets
and
slippers,
dren's felt
prices, to enumerate to state yrlees,
come tl'Et, come
at
early. TaiVheri's
Hedscock's.
discount
cent
li(r
Clothing Store. Adv.
Adv.

Laundry
Phone

Afrjfl

617 DougUs Ave

SftUE
uu.

GUiNN

BOOK

KFr
CASE

These
are made
in all woods and finishes, from
plain oak to the best mahogany and from the large assortment you can surely pi
a style that will please you
and which you can afford to
buy.
book-cas-

es

i

I

J.C.JOHNSEN

J

&S0N

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Asnasitaut Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis, vice President.

I'liVM.riAiiuiiAL
OF LAS VEGAS.

N

BANK
M

one-side-

running center; Alva Harper, jumping
center; Agnes Lopez and Emily Blatt- man, guards; boys Ellis and Koogler,
forwards; Stewart, center; Gallegos,
Larrazolo and White, guards. City
school girls Edith Tooker and Eva
Cook, forwards; Dewey Nelson, running center; Clara Erickj, jumping
center; Julia Sundt and Ethel Stewart,
guards. City Champions' forwards,
good concerning" Israel, Num. 10:27.
Tou will always find a hearty wel Lewis, Krause and Gallegos; centers,
come at all the services of the First Barker and Swallow; guards, Schoeny
Baptist church, corner Main and Sixth McCullough and Ilfeld. Officials In
the boys' game, Webb and Dennis.
street.
services::
Sunday
and Tuesday we
Today, Monday
Preaching. 11 a. m., subject, "Paul's
will sell 18 lbs. of sugar for $1.00, 15
Famous Shipwreck.''
Sunday school, 9:45. You will en lbs. of extra fancy California potatoes
joy our Sunday school. We urge your for 25c, and everything e'pe in the
same propi.rt'on.
presence.
IKE
The B. Y. P. U., 6:30 p. m. A large
The Cash Grocer
attendance each Sunday evening, bespeaks the interest that is being mani85 pairs of children's and misses'
fested in this work. President I. W.
School House lace and button
Red
Mrs.
Horton.
Lively; leader, Sunday,
The evening service at 7:30, sermon, shoes to close out at 75 per cent of
real ca'iue it Hedgcock's
15 minutes, subject, "The Man in the their
Adv.
Street."
Inspiring music at this service, by
Word has been received In the city
orchestra and choir. Solo by Mra
of the death of Mrs. J. R. Riley of
H. N. Nortnrup.
The pastor and church extend a Baltimore, Md. Mrs. Riley was a
hearty invitation to the public to at- resident of Las Vegas some years ago
tend these services. Come and feel and a property owner here, the Union
Block in which the Graaf and Hayward
at home.
company are installed being one of her
N. B. GREEN, Pastor.
possessions. Her husband was a contractor during their residence in this
McWENIE TEAM WINS
place.

Standing of the Teams.
Won Lost
Team
McWenie

5

Anient

3

2

Kelly
Losey

3

2

2

3

Hoke

2

3

Wltten-

2

3

Trumbull

1

4

Capital,

till

35, do

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Withia the Scope of Good Backing

Interest Paid on

Tlmo Qepesks

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THESE IS NO

LYE

IN THE CAN
Hi

5

"HUNTS DUAL

y FRUITS"

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
Insist. on Hunts"

If

you

want the highest

qvialityfirv canned fruits

What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?
Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Cooling and Aerating Apparatus.
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy Cows.
Healthy People.
Strict Rules of Cleanliness.

I

,

.400
.200

a

j

To all those who wish

DISSOLUTION

the

that then as now we were
main
above
the
to
principles of modern dairyconforming
ing designed to prevent the entrance of bacteria into the
We did so because we believed

Special Cash

we were right was proven in the government inspection of the next year (not made public at the time) in
which we scorrd Ihe highest chiefly because our cooling and
bottling room was at the required distance from dwelling or
stable.

Sales
advertised by our com

OF

PARTNERSHIP.
Notice is hereby given that the
partnership, heretofore existing between Bernard Appel and Isaac
has been this day dissllved. Bernard Appel retires from the firm, and
to conduct
taic Appel will continue
the busiuc as heretofore and as
sumes and will pay "11 debts and lia
bilities of the firm of apPi Broth
ers.
BERNARD AITEL.
ISAAC APPEL.

Some four years ago we adopted the name
CORBETT SANITAR Y DA1R Y

to take advantage of

AmundVen, 367; Rutlulph, 37fi; Springer, 433; total, $2,094. McWenie team
Conway, 449; J. DanKw, 887; No!
ctte, 387; Ward, 437; IMiriijue, tor
McWenie, 460; total, 2,130.
OF

Surplus, and Uxdivided Profits

ALL THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:

By defeating the Loscy team last
night in the Elks' league contest, the
McWenies still contniue to hold the
lead and it looks as though they are
going to keep that place for the rest
of the series. Loscy held the honors
for the highest score, knocking down
52G pins.
The scores are as follows:
Losey team Loscy, 520; Harris, 392;

NOTICE

$100,000

1

petitors.

VVe

will

meet all prices and
are ready to take your a
order.

Ap-pe-

UNEQUALLED.

THE GBAAF

KINO CF

$1-0-

6.46

100 lbs. Potatoes
50 lbs. Potatoes
25 lbs. Potatoes

BOYS

dress Kangaroo
and 4.50 values
a pair straight senior highway engineer (male), salAdv.
ary ranging from $2,000 to $2,400.
March 28 General clerk, salary from
V. O Suhl, who iras in the city $840 to $900.
about two years ago and is now In
North Dakota, is expected to return
ANOTHER MUSICAL SERVICE
to the city in the near Tuture. Mr.
Good will and fellowship.
Suhl is an attorney and is well known
Come thou with us and, we will do
in the city.
thee good; for the Lord hath spoken
55

"

- WIS 4:v

morning at as early
an hour as any early riser can de
mand, the English Kitchen, a new
restaurant to be located at 515 Doug
las avenue, opposite the Duncan cp
era house, will begin sei.'"? break
fast. From that time on It will con
tlnue serving breakfast, dinner and
eupper seven days in the week and
52 weeks In the year. J. E. Evans,
formerly of Raton, will be proprietor
and manager of the place, which will
occupy the room formerly the loca
tion of the Cafe de Luxe. Mr. Evans
says he intends to make the place
first class in every particular. He
win serve regular meals a la carte
at moderate prices. Mr. Evans has
had several vears experience in the
restaurant business. It was he who
opened the Merchant's cafe several
years ago and made it a great, euccess.
On Monday

Profit by the remodeling sala at
Talchert's Clothing Store. Adv.

0

J

AFFORD
TIONAL

1 00

pounds pure lard

10

THE NORMAL

Try a dram o.f Old Taylor fcourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

J5,5

Sugar per sack
18 pounds sugar
100 pounds California potatoes!
1 dozen 10c boxes crackers

EVERYDQD

BE OPENED HEBE

I

1913.

CHAMPS EASY Ffl

NEW RESTAUHANTiJ

LOCAL NEWS

15,

The vfry unsanitary y very common coition of exposing milk to
the air of the dwelling house becomes more apparent when we consider
the power of milk to ebsorb tbe bacterias of disease and multiply them a
thousand fold in a few minutes. Almost every dwelling has disease bact
eria of one kind or another in it some time or another. Then the dust nd
odors from the cooking and living and sleeping rooms psssing through the
doors into the attached milk room makes the cleanest dwelling not even a
clean place for milk until it is bottled and scaled.

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY

FPSD E. COUBb TT

frop.

South Pacific St.
Ls-- s

&

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, a;ed
to
in the wood. Direct from distillery
u
of courpe.-A- dv.
the
At
Lobby,
you.

4'

A
r

S5

PS'

"The Coffee

U

r,
H

i

Phone Main

Vega

312

1
i

tern

2
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VEGAS OPTIC

